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“The other does not exist: this is rational faith, the incurable belief of human reason. Identity = reality, as if, 
in the end, everything must necessarily and absolutely be one and the same. But the other refuses to disap-
pear; it subsists, it persists; it is the hard bone on which reason breaks its teeth.” ―Antonio Machado
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This printing marks the fourth edition of The
Abolitionist. We’re finally growing into our skin a
bit and feel better situated to make a real impact. 
We appreciate your submissions, support, pa-
tience, and encouragement through these fledgling
issues and apologize for our inconsistencies. We’re 
acutely aware of them. 
 The purpose of the paper is to fine tune
the theory and practice of our shared movement 
to dismantle the prison-industrial complex. So 
for the paper to be worthwhile, each edition must 
move us closer to our vision of mutual libera-
tion in real ways. We must progress and develop 
together. Since the paper comes out quarterly, 
we choose pieces that weave deeper analyses and 
criticisms with ideas and strategies to build unity 
and movement. Collectively we have a pretty good 
understanding of how terrible the situation is, 
what we need are practical steps to overcome our 
weaknesses and divisions.   
 For the paper to continue we need you to 
be active partners in this collaborative by:
• letting us know you’re receiving the paper 
• giving us feedback that we can include in Let-
ters to the Editor
• debating political, strategic, and tactical dif-
ferences
• sharing ideas, advice, and topics you’d like to 

see addressed in future editions
  • identifying issues you think need attention 
 • getting your friends and families involved 
 • offering whatever resources you can to sus-
tain it
 • filling out the survey we’ve included in this
issue 
 Although we can’t print or respond to 
everything we receive, each letter is a contribution 
that shapes the paper’s content. If a submission has 
potential, but is not printable as is, then we will 
work with you on it. Please also give us permis-
sion to pull quotations or use sections from your 
submission when you first send it in. This will give
us the flexibility to include more perspectives. We
want people to see this as a process that creates 
dialogue and generates collective purpose. Mostly, 
we desire the paper to be a principled beacon of 
solidarity that guides and hones us to victory.
 We want the paper to be more inclusive of 
those who resist and inspire from inside so that we 
broaden our conception and practice of self-deter-
mination. We’re also very aware that the language 
can be dense and are working on making it more 
accessible without losing content. Regular columns 
that embody the struggles of women, youth, lifers, 
queer, and transgender political workers are in 

motion. Please write to us if you are interested in 
becoming more involved.
 On the finance tip, over half of our papers
are sent inside for free, so we must secure enough 
paid subscriptions to carry these costs. Please 
spread the word by sharing the paper and encour-
aging people to become subscribers or supporters 
in whatever way they can! 
 We want to send a shout out to those who 
kicked down seed money to get the paper up and 
going, to our subscribers, and to those who were 
able to send us stamps. It all makes this thing go. 
Thanks!  
 In the following pages you’ll find the words
of Stephanie Collins, Pablo Agrio, Mario Rocha, 
Ramsey Muniz, John Bowman, Richard Brown, 
Hank Jones, Dylan Rodriguez, Viet Mike Ngo, An-
drea Smith, Alexander Lee,  PREAP, RJ Maccani, 
and Liz Samuels. 
 From fiery lyrics to prophesies of the Sixth
Sun drawing near, each and every voice speaks 
their refusal to disappear. 
 Together they touch upon land, tortur-
ous histories, divisions, disappearances, as well as 
heroism, refusal, the transgression of boundaries, 
resilience, and unity.
          Word by word, brick by brick, until                                                                    
we’re all free!

Dear Friends and Allies,
 Critical Resistance (CR) is a national grassroots organization whose mission is to end society’s use of imprison-
ment and policing as solutions to social, political , and economic problems. We work through ten chapters across the 
country in campaigns and projects that push us closer to this end.  
 CR always seeks to be guided and led by those most impacted by this crisis: people who are or have been in prison, 
family members, and survivors of police violence. That’s why we are asking you to respond to a confidential survey 
about the issues you see as most important, the issues you would like us to work on in the future, and the issues you 
would like to join us in working on. 
 CR hopes that this survey reaches as many people most impacted by these issues as possible. We would like you 
to share the survey (located on page 10) with your families, communities, and any other people  who have been im-
pacted by this crisis. 
 Obviously, we cannot work on every issue and the list below does not include everything we could take on. We 
also know that our allies are working on some of these issues already, so this survey may lead us to join existing work.  
We are also always happy to talk to you further about these ideas.  You can call us at 510.444.0484 .  If you are in 
prison, you may call us collect. Finally, we need you to win! Please consider getting involved with your local CR 
chapter. 

 While we are not requiring you to share information about yourself in 
this survey, if you are willing to give us your name, and contact information, 
particularly where you live, that would be most helpful.
  With much thanks and in solidarity,
   



 “I don’t want war. I want a hammock and a guitar, a beach and some shade. I want to feel the ocean lapping at my ankles and see children smil-
ing. I want the sweetness of coconut milk and the spiciness of a kiss under the waves. I want love and peace. But love don’t live in graveyards. Fillers of 
graves don’t have that luxury…So while some preach reform inside classrooms and churches, I’ll sharpen my shovel. For revolutions need grave diggers. 
Revolutions need role players to fill them. You fill the desks and pews. I’ll fill the graves. We all have roles to play.” Viet Mike Ngo, Grave Digger

 As a way to explore the challenges we 
face building meaningful relationships between 
those living in cages and Critical Resistance, The
Abolitionist explores Dylan Rodriguez’s new book 
Forced Passages: Imprisoned Radical Intellectuals 
and the U.S. Prison Regime through conversations 
with imprisoned activist, writer, and educator, 
Viet Mike Ngo, and Andrea Smith, co-founder of 
Incite! Women of Color Against Violence and the 
Boarding School Healing Project.
 A while back the Abolitionist spoke with 
Rodriguez about doing a piece on Forced Passages. 
He had copies of the book sent to Viet Mike Ngo, 
Andrea Smith, and us. He suggested that we con-
duct interviews with Mike and Andrea to get their 
takes on the book’s main points. He felt together 
they would offer a lot of perspective. So we did
two interviews with Mike and one with Andrea 
by phone. We pulled quotes from these interviews 
and integrated them into what follows. The section
headings of this piece roughly reflect those found
in the book. We encourage people to read the book 
in its entirety. There is a lot in the book that can
ground, challenge, and advance our movement.  
 The book centers around the knowledge
and praxis (the active interaction of ideas and 
practice/action) produced by imprisoned radi-
cal intellectuals. Rather than writing on behalf of 
prisoners, Rodriguez positions imprisoned radical 
intellectuals as the key theorists, strategists, and 
liberationists in the struggle against the prison 
regime.  

 
 

 Rodriguez pinpoints white supremacy as 
the main organizing principle of oppression in the 
US. He describes white supremacy as “the inscrip-
tion of a fundamental relation between freedom 
and unfreedom, life and death, historically derived 
from the socially constitutive American produc-
tion of white life/mobility through black, brown, 
and indigenous death/immobilization.”
 Viet Mike Ngo explains: “I understand 
freedom to mean that it’s defined on prisoner’s
living and dying bodies. The benefit one receives
from freedom is inversely reciprocated on the un-
free. Without one, there is no other. That puts into
perspective our roles in society, and how we’re all 
connected but separate and we’re obligated to one 
another; especially those who are benefiting from
freedom because it’s inscribed on my body. Your 
freedom, or the benefits that you receive from it, is
reciprocated on me inversely.”  
 Rodriguez goes on to draw from George 

Jackson and Angela Y. Davis to demonstrate how 
the prison regime’s wholesale social and civic liq-
uidation is a form of imminent fascism that takes 
cover under white, liberal narratives of public 
safety and equality. Rodriguez calls the “law and 
order” movement initiated to cut off the upheavals
of the 60s: “White Reconstruction.” 
 Resistance by people fighting for self-deter-
mination was criminalized by the establishment as 
“rogue racial vengeance,” according to Rodriguez. 
He continues, “[1964 Presidential nominee Barry] 
Goldwater elaborated a white populist conception 
of liberty and security defined through the milita-
rized containment—and ultimate liquidation—of 
the lurking urban/mob/jungle threat.” Goldwater’s 
“moral panic” ushered in new era of policing, 
carceral, and punitive technologies [that] were 
invented, developed, and refined at scales from the
local to the national.” COINTELPRO and security 
housing units were perfect examples of this think-
ing.  
 Rodriguez continues: “Goldwater’s (and 
his heirs’) normative civil whiteness implies an 
ongoing and complex relation between hierarchy, 
discipline, power, and violence that has come to 
oversee the current and increasingly incorpora-
tive ‘multicultural’ modalities, wherein “people of 
color” are selectively and incrementally solicited, 
rewarded, and absorbed into the operative func-
tions of white-supremacist institutions (e.g., the 
military, police, and school) and discourses (e.g., 
patriotism). This multicultural turn is effectively
the neoliberal and neoconservative assimilation of 
a post-apartheid state and civil regime” (page 25).
 Because whiteness is held to be the stan-
dard, it has strong ties to power and privilege and 
the systems of oppression that maintain them in 
white hands.  A meaningful practice needs to fully 
understand the roots of these systems and the ways 
in which people of color have been used to prop 
them up.
 Andrea Smith explains the effects of this
“turn” on people of color organizing: “…we had 
kind of a narrow identity politics…which was 
often around assumed common oppressions and
that didn’t work because we weren’t actually op-
pressed in the same way. So the things that one 
group would think to do would often end up
conflicting with another group…where we end up
replicating white supremacy even as we try to be 
antiracist. …White supremacy doesn’t just oppress 
you, but it sets your terms of resistance, so the way 
you think to advance or survive is at other people’s 
expense. So, for instance, native peoples, the way 
we think to escape genocide is to join the mili-
tary and fight orientalist wars. I think immigrants
who are escaping their countries because of these 

White Supremacy and the Prison 
Regime: “A Society Structured in 
Dominance”

orientalist wars think to join into the project of 
America without considering whose land they are 
on. Therefore, an organizing project always has to
be around oppression and complicity at the same 
time.”

 In Chapter Three, Rodriguez poses a
critical question: “How might our political un-
derstanding of the US be altered or dismantled if 
we were to conceptualize fascism as a way out of 
crisis, rather than as the symptom of crisis or the 
breakdown of ‘democracy’ and ‘civil society’?”
 Andrea Smith observes, “Nowadays [with] 
Homeland Security they’re talking about the 
erosion of civil liberties. They talk about Bush
as extra-legal. Sora Han in particular is actually 
showing that [what] Bush is doing is not extra-
constitutional because the constitution allows for 
this…the issue is that the law isn’t what we think 
it is… like the law is assuming to be neutral or 
benevolent and I think he’s [Rodriguez] demon-
strated the rule of law is not benevolent. That in
and of itself is the issue.”
 

 
 One of Rodriguez’s key contributions 
is how he traces the current prison system to 
the Middle Passage, through which slaves were 
brought to the Americas, while consistently re-
minding us how imprisoned radical intellectuals 
have continually called out and resisted the “social 
truth” of those connections. This historical bond
brings into sharp relief the primary function of the 
prison regime and its ever-present technologies of 
violence. 
 Rodriguez writes, “I’m interested in 
stretching both the historical reach and the con-
ceptual boundaries of this genealogical tracing. 
There are always and necessarily movements and
passages between the (linked) temporalities and 
geographies of death, such as those of the slave 
plantation and post-Emancipation prison, but the 
contemporary case of the prison regime consti-
tutes a site and condition of death that is itself a 
form of passage. This is to say that the prison is less
a ‘destination’ point for ‘the duly convicted’ than 
a point of massive human departure— from civil 
society, the free world, and the mesh of affective
social bonds and relations that produce varieties of 
‘human’ family and community” (page 227).
 Viet Mike Ngo notes, “This is a unique way
of understanding the PIC and its extensions. It 
makes it easier for us to de-legitimize the state. The
line [from the book] that stuck out with me the 

The Fascism Problematic

Forced Passages: The Routes of
(Prison) Slavery 

most is that the only political activity one has on 
a ship in the Middle Passage, or in this case—the 
prison—is mutiny.  It drove the point home and 
made it easier to swallow.
 When he [Rodriguez] and I first touched
base in the late ‘90s I thought of this [prison] as 
more of the plantation. My understanding of this 
was slavery, but then he dropped that lug on me 
about how our labor is not necessary and this is 
more in line with the Middle Passage, and it made 
me think not necessarily [about] where we are 
going as in the original Middle Passage—taking 
people from Africa to the new world for slavery. In 
here it’s not necessarily the physical movement of 
the people, but the movement in symbols of where 
we are going from here. And I came to understand 
that the symbol here is death and I think that is an 
aspect of the original Middle Passage as well. That
it’s actually a movement from life to death and [in] 
my understanding of the analogy of the Middle 
Passage to the modern day prison system, I can 
grasp it better when I look at it that way.”
 Andrea Smith talks about the Middle Pas-
sage and the prison industrial complex by “looking 
specifically at anti-Black racism as a logic based
on blackness as property. That is, being Black is
equated with inherently being property, and the 
Middle Passage is the logic that conditions our 
society to see Black people, globally speaking, 
as property; and that logic continues through 
the prison industrial complex. I think that there 
are other logics in place for other folks, like 
say Indigenous peoples, but the PIC seems to 
operate specifically around anti-Black racism,
not that other people aren’t affected by it.…  So
the Middle Passage is a logic. And by property 
I don’t necessarily mean labor; that like Black 
culture, everything is seen as common prop-
erty by other people. So I see the Middle Pas-
sage and the PIC as a kind of logic that’s about 
equating blackness with enslavibility.” 
Slavibility, Genocide, and Orientalism
 Andrea Smith describes three distinct 
understandings operating under white suprem-
acy, “…The logic of slavibility, which I see as an
anchor of capitalism because capitalism sees ev-
eryone as property. But slavibility puts a racial 
hierarchy on that so that basically everybody 
can say, ‘Well, at least I’m not Black.’ And then 
I see native peoples [under] a logic of genocide, 
where it’s basically native peoples’ job to be 
disappearing all the time. That allows non-na-
tive peoples to feel that they have rightful title 
to this land. And then I see other folks falling into 
a logic of orientalism. They’re not seen as property,
they’re not seen as disappeared, but they’re seen as 
permanent foreign threats that allow the US to see 
itself in a permanent state of war against them.”   

 A misunderstanding of how the relation-
ship between freedom and “unfreedom” is the 
basis of white supremacy and capitalism has led 
many anti-prison activists to reproduce those 
structures in their efforts to reform the prison
regime and “rehabilitate” prisoners. At the core of 
these reformist values and assumptions is the ac-
ceptance of non-white criminality and the unques-
tioning support of the “systematized de-humaniza-
tion” that underpins law and order.
 Rodriguez uses imprisoned intellectual 
Antonio Gramsci’s ideas of “war of maneuver” 
and “war of position” to differentiate between how
the conditions people working for freedom face 
inside and outside the prison regime determine 
the strategies and tactics available for resistance. 
A “war of maneuver” has the battlefield as its field
of engagement and the aim is the “destruction of 
the enemy’s army and occupation of his territory.” 
A “war of position” has civil society as its field of

Wars of Maneuver and Wars of                     
Position          

engagement, which “is not…constituted simply by 
the actual trenches, but by the whole organization-
al and industrial system of the territory that lies to 
the rear of the army in the field.”  
 Rodriguez argues that because “captive 
anti-imperialists, radicals, and revolutionaries 
inhabit a space that is structurally beyond direct 
access to the complex of institutions, structures, 
and discourses that compose the ‘whole organi-
zational and industrial system’ of civil society...
Substantive engagement in the form of protracted, 
widespread, transformative struggle posited by 
[Gramsci’s] ‘war of position’ is largely impossible 
within the prison regime’s structure of subjec-
tion: thus, while the struggle for communication 
with people in civil society suggests an attempt to 
engage with a broader war of position—entailing 
a political exchange that often suggests substantive
transformations in the principles, strategies, and 
tactics of civil society’s political struggles—impris-
oned radical intellectuals simultaneously envision 
and fantasize decisive and direct frontal conflicts
with state terror’s regime” (page 175). 
 Rodriguez’s point is supported by politi-
cal prisoner Marilyn Buck who writes, “There is
always room to debate politics, points of view, 
strategies, and tactics. To confront differences and
questions is a good thing. Any struggle for libera-

tion demands free and open debate of ideas and 
practices. At the same time, active struggles need 
to support those who act consciously and politi-
cally. To do so is a part of asserting the right to 
struggle, as well as defending activism and pro-
moting stronger resistance to the military, finan-
cial, and political apparatus that denies our society 
and the whole world true equality and justice” 
(page 9).
 Viet Mike Ngo agrees, “For us there is 
never a free debate. That applies to those on the
outside or a fantasy of what we want society to 
be, but in here there is nothing free and there is 
always restraints on our ability to communicate 
and produce knowledge, so I don’t necessarily 
understand that to apply to us. But you know there 
are many layers. One layer is that we have nothing 
to lose and therefore our activities are going to be 
radical and another layer is that we are working 
behind “enemy lines” so we can’t be forthright in 
everything we do. When we do something we have 
to plan it covertly. We can’t let our captors know 
what we are doing before we do it because they can 
preempt us. So that’s another layer. There are layers
where we discuss things in house or in our own 
cliques or circles to implement what we want to 
do: a tactic or a strategic motive and direction. But 
once we actually engage in it it’s out in the open, 
so being able to talk about things freely and debate 

about things freely doesn’t necessarily apply in the 
whole scheme of engagement. But it does apply in 
our planning and our strategic and tactical ap-
proach in the sense that we are doing it amongst 
ourselves and that can’t be out in the open, but that 
it is debatable amongst our circle.”

 In terms of working in a way that is stra-
tegic, Viet Mike Ngo’s case illustrates his praxis 
while highlighting the complexities and contradic-
tions of his situation.  He states, “The [decision] I
hold [as] the highest in priority is what is actually 
winnable. What can I win? I’m talking about [from 
a] legal aspect. And what may cause a lot of cri-
sis. I balance the two and that’s what I choose for 
litigation.  That’s why the racial segregation [litiga-
tion] was such a viable option. One, it de-masks 
the institution, because if we bring segregation 
back we bring the history—the whole infamy of 
slavery – back to the forefront. We can talk about 
how slavery is connected to imprisonment. If I can 
prove that it still happens, then I can take the mask 
off this institution that constantly portrays itself as
upholding law and order and put it in the perspec-
tive of history.
 Now because of overcrowding and despair 
over long sentences racial violence is increasing 

among prisoners. It would do a service for 
racial unity in here to bring this back up in 
the media, so it can water down to us talking 
about it. Talk about the whole implication: 
who benefits, who doesn’t. Raising the issue of
racial segregation at any prison is a righteous 
cause and I think it’s a winnable cause. At the 
very least [it] would raise dialogue. 
 On a micro level, every prison has their 
own front where issues are winnable and the 
prisoners there have to make that decision 
about what is worth their energy and time. 
Each location is different; the conditions are a
little different. The priority is how to survive
from day to day, cause crisis for my captors 
and hopefully unite my peers and mobilize 
them into a movement. Those are goals I think
about before I choose action. 
 I didn’t want to grow old and die in here 
with nothing to my name. I didn’t want to dis-
appear like they want me to. And part of that 
[is] despair…I became close to it and thought, 
‘well if I’m going to die in here, I’m going to 
die with some dignity and honor.’ I choose 
what I choose because of its righteousness. It’s 

something I believe in. I would be proud to sacri-
fice my life for a cause like this.”   

 Rodriguez writes, “Imprisoned people 
have no ‘right’ to exist as political beings or social 
subjects. Often, the state punishes and preempts
the political work and affective labor of its captives
through physical violence, forced sedation, isola-
tion, and relocation…. What, then, is the signifi-
cance of political praxis for people whose right to 
exist has been eliminated? What is an appropriate 
‘methodology’ of engagement with this lineage of 
radical, revolutionary, and liberationist political 
subjects who are, by force of condition, putative 
‘nonsubjects’? Perhaps these are the very questions 
that underwrite the permanently troubled relation 
between the free and the unfree…” (pages 36 and 
37).
 If one of the central principles of the prison 
system is that prisoners are meant to be invisible 
and isolated from politics and action, then what 
kinds of meaningful strategies can prisoners and 
their allies on the outside use to fight for prisoners’
liberation?
 Viet Mike Ngo clarifies, “Any true collabo-
ration by the free with the unfree may be impos-
sible since one inscribes the other. If it is possible,      
                         CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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 ATTAINDER IN CALIFORNIA: ALIVE AND WELL BY PABLO AGRIA

Editor’s Preface: 
 Pablo Agrio’s “Attainder in California” touches on the importance of understanding how victims’ rights groups like Justice for All, Crime Victims United of California, and the 
Doris Tate Crime Victims Bureau effectively lobby for increasingly punitive prison terms, conditions of confinement,  and “no-parole” policies.  Their support of highly emotional victim
impact statements during sentencing and parole hearings remain controversial.
 Conservative victims’ rights groups have close working relationships with the Justice Department, district attorneys, police, and in the case of Crime Victims United of Califor-
nia and the Doris Tate Crime Victims Bureau: direct financial dependence on the California Correctional Peace Officers Association (CCPOA). This translates into unchecked abuses
of power and influence. For example, Crime Victims United of California were outspoken opponents of Prop 66, which would have reformed certain aspects of California’s Three Strikes
Law and resulted in a smaller prison population. This directly counters the interests of the CCPOA. 
 Susan Fisher, the new chairwoman of the California’s Board of Parole Hearings (previously the Board of Prison Terms), was herself formerly the director of the Doris Tate 
Crime Victims Bureau. The stacking of the Board of Parole Hearings with victims’ rights advocates and former cops results in de facto “unsuitability” rulings against eligible parolees.  
The current backlog of roughly 3200 parole hearings, coupled with denials for parole reconsideration for up to 5 years as a way to manage this caseload, directly violates California 
Penal Code 3041 (a).  Importantly, “the majority of victim activists are White, middle-class, and female, which is far from representing the average victim of crime” and “ignore victims of 
corporate crimes, State violence, human rights abuses, and environmental racism” (see Defending Justice, pages 204 and 205, available for free download at: http://www.defendingjustice.

org/).  As abolitionists it is time we figure out decarceration strategies for lifers that support reconciliation and commu-
nity accountability for survivors of interpersonal violence and ensure the safety and self-determination of all members of 
society. Otherwise, lifers too are sentenced to a slow death behind bars. 

 Attainder is a common law term defined
as the act of extinguishing a person’s civil rights 
when sentenced to death or declared an outlaw for 
committing a felony or treason. A Bill of Attain-
der is a special legislative act prescribing capital 
punishment, without a trial, for a person guilty of 
a high offense such as treason or a felony. Bills of
attainder are prohibited by the United States Con-
stitution.
 That parole is almost non-existent in
California for term to life prisoners means that all 
three branches of government have colluded to 
create an illegal Bill of Attainder for this class of 
prisoners, in violation of the United States Consti-
tution. 
 Under California Penal Code section 3041, 
parole is supposed to be the norm (for term to life 
prisoners), but it is not. Parole applicants are en-
titled to “due process.” And although the term “due 
process” is commonly tossed around in criminal 
petitions, appeals and parole hearings, under-
standing the “process” that one gets in this State 
makes it clear that this is just another term in the 
lexicon of power mongers. Parole consideration 
hearings are nothing more than a sham in Califor-
nia.
 Obviously, actual parole - as opposed to 
sham parole hearings - is supposed to be part of 
the “process” I am referring to. In fact, when a 
State adopts a parole system that applies general 
standards of eligibility, prisoners justifiably expect
that parole will be granted fairly and according 
to law whenever those standards are met. Liberty 
from bodily restraints has always been recognized 
as the core of the liberty interests protected by the 
“due process” clause.
 As stated above, section 3041 mandates 
that parole “shall normally” be granted, one year 
prior to the inmate’s minimum eligible parole 
release date. This has never happened in the last
forty thousand or more hearings. Never! It is 
incredulous that anyone could claim that those 
responsible actually apply the law and “carefully 
review” each case.
 How could no inmate ever obtain a release 
date “one year prior to the inmate’s minimum 
eligible parole release date” and no one perceive 
that abuse of discretion is the word of the day? The
“parole release date” spoken of in section 3041 can 
be set at any length. It just should “normally” be 
set one year prior to an inmate’s minimum possible 
parole release date. What does “shall normally” 
mean? It means if normally a parole release date 
should be set, it would be abnormal not to have 
one set. 

 In California, there has been no hope of 
release on parole for term to lifers, in direct viola-
tion of the written law of creating and maintaining 
parole hearings as part of the process due to this 
class of prisoners. In addition, the parole denial 
rate has gone from 99.96% for years to almost a 
complete 100% denial because of the wishes of 
Governors Deukmejian, Wilson, Davis and now 
Governor Terminator.
 Not only should a parole date be “normal-
ly” set, but the date must keep with the Determi-
nate Sentencing Law’s (DSL) mandate of “unifor-
mity.” To achieve “uniformity” California Code of 
Regulation (CCR) established base terms solely on 
the gravity of the offense, taking into account all of
the circumstances of the crime. Therefore, the facts
to be used for the setting of a base term shall never 
change. There is absolutely no reason for parole
dates not to be set with uniformity, except attain-
der.
 Prison officials ignore all the intentions
of the DSL, legislature, Penal Code, and adminis-
trative codes, and refuse to parole anyone in the 
name of “public safety.” Removing cars from the 
roads would also increase “public safety,” but that 
would be irrational. It is also irrational to conclude 
that the Legislature intended that California have 
no Indeterminate Sentencing Law (ISL) parolees, 
and everyone convicted of say the lesser offense
of second degree murder, would suffer death in
prison.
 The California Board of Prison Terms
(BPT) [now the California Board of Parole Hear-
ings] is under the impression (and so are the State 
Courts) that as long as they find no one suitable
for parole, no other statutes apply. This clearly can-
not be the intent of the law. The Board cites “public
safety” as a reason to deny all paroles when in fact 
“public safety” is enhanced by a period of parole. 
Ironically, Penal Code section 3000(a)(1) states 
that parole benefits society, creates positive citizen-
ship, and it is in the interest of “public safety” for 
the State to provide for both parole and the moni-
toring of parolees.
 Obviously, the process has broken down in 
California (and in other states also). Back in the 
‘70’s, the California Supreme Court, faced with a 
situation similar to what is happening today, held 
in In re Minnis that state officials could not legally
prohibit the release on parole of offenders as a
class, without violating due process. Bills of Attain-
der violate due process. Indeterminately sentenced 
persons are easily identified as a disfavored group
of persons. It is the punishment on perceived fu-
ture offenses or presumptive punishment for status
that has made this a particularly insidious form of 

ATTAINDER IN CALIFORNIA: 
ALIVE AND WELL
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As massive immigrant 
rights protests erupt across 
the USA, a growing move-
ment on the other side of the 
southern border is promising 
to, in the words of Zapatista 
spokesperson Subcoman-
dante Marcos, “…shake up 
[Mexico] from below, lift it
up, and stand it on its head.”  
As an abolitionist who has 
worked on both sides of that 
border, I want to share a few 
stories and ideas that I hope 
will illustrate why we must 
cross both prison walls and 
national borders as we build 
a movement for real safety 
for all people.
 For starters, the Zapatista 
rebels of Chiapas are taking 
their boldest step since they 
rose up in arms twelve years 
ago.  Continuing a twenty-
two year journey of growth 
and transformation, they are 
spreading out beyond their 
autonomous communities to 
join with and build a Mexi-
can and global movement 
for democracy, freedom, and 
justice.  In June of last year, 
the Zapatistas released their 
“Sixth Declaration from the 
Lacandon Jungle” that is 
serving as the guiding docu-
ment for this work.  In what 
is now being called “The
Other Campaign”, members 
of the Zapatista leadership 
are joining with activists, 
organizers, and leaders in 
Mexico to build a national 
movement of rebellion, and 
they are putting freedom 
for political prisoners at the 

center of this struggle. 
            With almost 11 million Mexicans liv-
ing within the USA today, it’s impossible to discuss 
a Mexican national rebellion without also discuss-
ing the impacts it could have in this country.  This
is a fact that has not been lost on the iconic mes-
tizo spokesmen of the Zapatistas, Subcomandante 
Marcos, who, in joining “The Other Campaign”,
has traded in his military title for a civilian one: 
“Delegate Zero.”  Currently on a six-month tour of 
Mexico listening to “the humble and simple people 
who fight” and promoting The Other Campaign,
Delegate Zero has mobilized former braceros 
(Mexicans who go to work in the USA) to join him 
in meetings in June with Mexicans “on the other 
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side” at the border with Juárez and, later, Tijuana.  
As Mexicans make up almost a third of all people 
living in the USA without citizenship, Delegate 
Zero and the former braceros will no doubt be 
meeting compañeros who have been the backbone 
of the recent tidal wave of revolt against anti-im-
migrant legislation in this country.  And he will 
invite them to take part in The Other Campaign.
 “The Other Campaign” is a clever title for
this new initiative when put into the context of the 
June 2006 Mexican presidential elections and the 
massive electoral campaigns being launched by 
the countries three dominant political parties.  But 
the goals of The Other Campaign do not include
winning a seat in the Mexican government.  Its 
objectives are to join with Mexican civil society to 
1) create, or recreate, another way of doing politics 
“from below and to the left,” 2) build an anticapi-
talist national plan of struggle, and 3) form a new 
Mexican constitution.  Participants in The Other
Campaign imagine that this will take at least ten 
years.
 Working as a journalist for The Narco
News Bulletin (www.narconews.com), I was 
stationed in the Southwestern State of Oaxaca in 
January and February of this year to report on the 
development of The Other Campaign in the month
leading up to Delegate Zero’s arrival. I attended 
regional and statewide organizing meetings and 
conducted interviews with leaders and organizers 
within the indigenous, political prisoner, pirate 
radio, alternative education and teachers’ move-
ments.  Mexico’s majority indigenous state, Oaxaca 
is perhaps also its most repressive.  Take, for 
example, the story of Donaciana Antonio Almaráz 
and her community of Loxicha.
 Sitting in the restaurant where she works in 
Oaxaca City, Donaciana Antonio Almaráz told me 
the story of the home to which she cannot return. 
About a six-hour drive south of Oaxaca City in 
the Sierra Sur, the Loxicha region is home to 5,000 
indigenous Zapotecos living in 32 communities. It 
was in 1965 that the “caciques” came to Loxicha. 
Burning homes and shooting down community 
members with impunity, they tried to seize the fer-
tile land of Loxicha and control the coffee produc-
tion of the region. It was neither the Mexican fed-
eral nor the Oaxacan state government but rather 
the indigenous of Loxicha themselves who were 
left with the work of bringing justice to the situa-
tion. Within five years they kicked the caciques out
and began to rebuild their communities. By 1980 
the Zapotecos of Loxicha had effectively recovered
their traditional form of government and elected 
their own municipal president in assembly, with-
out political parties, through an indigenous form 
of government known here as “usos y costumbres” 
(“rights and customs”).
 But when an armed organization known as 
the Popular Revolutionary Army (EPR) appeared 
in 1996 in the neighboring region of Crucesito 
Huatulco, the caciques and their friends in govern-
ment took it as an opportunity to reassert their 
control over Loxicha. Under the pretext of pursu-
ing the EPR, they returned with helicopters and 
tanks to break the Zapotecos and retake control 
of the coffee of Loxicha. Initially arresting teach-
ers and representatives of the indigenous govern-
ment, including then-municipal president Agustín 
Luna Valencia, the Oaxacan state took more than 
100 residents of Loxicha prisoner by 1997. Nine of 
them are now in their ninth and tenth years of im-
prisonment in Santa María Ixcotél Prison. Other 
members of their communities have been arrested 
more recently and joined them. The caciques and
their gunmen remain free and continue to oper-
ate with relative impunity, “disappearing” up to 50 
people in the years that followed the attack.
 The repression has continued in Loxicha
and began to get worst during the last year. Dona-
ciana’s brother was organizing his community to 
reject the political parties once more and peace-

fully reclaim the municipal government through 
assembly and “usos y costumbres” when he was 
murdered on September 30, 2005― two days be-
fore the municipal elections. Donaciana has been 
living as a refugee since the murder of her brother, 
working in Oaxaca City, threatened with kidnap-
ping if she returns to her home.  On February 8th, 
2006, Donaciana and I traveled together to Santa 
María Ixcotél Prison on the outskirts of Oaxaca 
City to join a protest coinciding with Delegate 
Zero’s visit. 
 Almost 11 years to the day since the Mexi-
can government issued orders for his capture, Sub-
comandante Marcos, in his new role as “Delegate 
Zero,” entered Ixcotél Prison of his own accord, 
not to “turn himself in,” but to meet with politi-
cal prisoners committed to building The Other
Campaign. Amidst a demonstration of hundreds 
of supporters and media, this was the third prison 
Delegate Zero had entered on his tour. The larg-
est and highest-security prison in Oaxaca State, 
Ixcotél is home to approximately 1,000 prisoners, 
roughly 50 of whom are considered “political pris-

oners and prisoners of conscience.”  Delegate Zero 
came out of Ixcotél with a powerful message: 
“They (the political prisoners) have given their
word and say that they are firm and will not sur-
render. They are considering the jail as one more
site of struggle and in a few weeks they will begin a 
series of activities as part of their adherence to the 
Other Campaign…We are committed as Zapatistas 
and we invite the rest of the organizations and all 
members of the Other Campaign to give top priority 
in this first tour to the struggle for the liberation of
all political prisoners and the cancellation of all ar-
rest warrants — be they municipal, state, or federal 
— that there are against fighters for social justice.”
 There are at least a couple of reasons why
the Zapatistas are putting the freedom of social 
fighters at the center of The Other Campaign. The
                                       CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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From Oaxaca, Mexico to Los Angeles, California 
to Leavenworth, Kansas, the spirit of resistance is 
keeping prisoners strong. As RJ Maccani, Mario 
Rocha, and Ramsey Muniz highlight in this sec-
tion, understanding jails and prisons as sites of 
struggle helps keep us connected despite the walls 
that keep us separated.  While the conditions 
from which these authors write are very different
in some ways, they also represent a continuum of 
resistance and shared strategies that link our global 
struggles for social justice.

They also highlight the incredible inspiration that
can be gained from movements for liberation and 
self-determination, no matter what we’re able To 
apply to our immediate conditions as well as the 
importance of sharing tools and information 

across borders, across move-
ments, and through prison 
walls. 



       ENTER THE SIXTH SUN              
                  BY MARIO ROCHA
  Editor’s Note: This piece was originally written on 12/31/03 and revised 2/23/06.              

 I write these words on the eve of the 10-
year anniversary of the Zapatista Uprising, lying 
quietly inside the largest human hellhole in the 
nation: the Los Angeles County Jail. Far from the 
fervent jungle forest of Southeast Mexico, where 
the gentle flame of a wooden pipe ignited rebellion
across the globe, I have never felt as close to the 
fire of solidarity as I do within these walls.
 Lying here on the top bunk in the top 
tier inside Dorm 711 at the Super-Max facility at 
“Wayside” – mine is but another body in a sea of 
more than 18,000 confines. Pencil in hand under
the dim lights, basking in white boxers and yel-
low sheets, back exposed to the tangy air that can 
finally be heard howling from the ven-
tilation system up above: I can almost 
feel the silence. After another long day
of steady loud noise – the clamorous 
clichéd colloquialism of the captives 
(“Yeah, the homie just got ten years 
for a gun enhancement; what’ch you 
facin’, man?”), the constant clickety-
clacking keys of the captors (“Count 
time! Count time!”), the chaotic col-
lisions of so many characters (“Nigga, 
you can’t rap; ain’t nobody wanna hear 
yo’ shit!” . . .”Radio ! Radio! Radio! 
“) – quietness at last. Writing these 
words, the true shame of the lives in 
this shelter becomes so plainly visible 
behind a shroud of darkness. 
 Listening to the Three-Strike-
facing Thief pray, a few feet away,
for his children and forgiveness for 
sins (his addiction); listening to the 
cream-of-the-crop street-level Con-
man cry behind an open-page letter 
in the far opposite corner; listening 
to the downest, most dangerous (and 
demonized) Young Killer whisper, in 
the bunk right beside me, to himself, 
“The shit wasn’t worth it.” Listening,
that is, to the soul of society’s unwant-
ed: I hear the crackling voice of “The
Sacred Flame within” speaking the 
words of torn-apart fathers, tattered 
lovers, and tattooed brothers. And as 
the hollow silence fills the night, the
unrelenting pendulum continues to 
swing, and the tick-tock of my own 
pulse brings me closer to that flashing
hour in the history of our struggle as 
a people when the masked rebels of 
Chiapas raised their arms, flags, and
hopes, firing the first shots of the new year. “Ya
basta!” I can hear the grito. . .from this foul and 
germ-infested cradle of the lumpen-proletariat. I 
hear it in the hearts of the men who surround me. 
Lying here at the very bottom of the social-stra-
tum, mecca of the mentally-ill, ground zero of the 
fatal, flesh-eating “staph-infection”. . . I hear a deep,
moaning desire, lingering in the shadows that 
nestle the nucleus of hope; a desire for change, for 
freedom, and for the dignity that drove our indig-
enous confidentes to light the Sacred Flame within
us all. 
 Back in my Los Angeles homeland after 5-
years of state-imposed “exile,” I am here under rare 
– and exciting – circumstances: to attend a (now 
completed) two-week-long evidentiary hearing as 
ordered by the California Court of Appeals. With 
the prospect of presenting newly discovered evi-
dence that could (and should, rightfully) convince 
a Superior Court judge to undo my wrongful con-
viction (for murder & attempted murder), I cannot 
help but to bask in my incandescence as I confront 

“life in the County Jail.” Many brothers have come 
to learn about my unique situation, and, before I 
have even uttered a word, it seems as if [my] mere 
face reads like a front page headline: “Young lifer 
returns to Los Angeles, hopes to overcome the 
odds.” Perhaps it is my casual smile – why would 
anyone be so happy to be inside the most miser-
able, violent, and overcrowded jail in America?
 Unlike  me, their original cases are (for the 
majority, at least) still pending, hence the uncer-
tainty in their eyes when they come to me for gen-
eral advice, or a sketch of what it’s like in prison. 
Many will end up “catching the chain to the state” 
upon legal resolution.  Many more will end up in 

rehabs, or be released in a matter of days. “Coming 
from the state,” my species is unusual but not total-
ly uncommon. Still, wherever I find myself – in the
bus, Men’s Central Jail, Twin Towers, “court-line,” 
or the holding tanks at CCB – my presence has at-
tracted the core individuals within the system: the 
young Xicano, and even several Blacks. What is it 
that generates their interest and curiosity? That I
am able to discuss the roots of the Palestinian inti-
fada with an old, white (intellectual) man who will 
not stop talking out loud during transportation, 
whom they (as well as the deputies) have written 
off as “crazy”? Or that I am willing to unleash rev-
olutionary chants in the echoic enclosed quarters 
where we are placed throughout the long, brutal 
hours of processing? Or that I am waking up at 4 
o’clock in the morning while housed in this dorm, 
and practicing meditative rituals on newspapers 
spread neatly across floors known for hosting race
riots, not early-morning yoga. . . . 
 Whatever it is that opens their ears and 

eyes to my spirit, I know that I must honor it for 
bringing them into my path. For with every group 
of young people that I have shared space with 
during this rite of passage back to the place of my 
birth, I have received the greatest feeling one can 
experience when walking along this trail. Wel-
comed by their warm spirit, my people have made 
me feel loved. They have enabled me to feel “at
home,” even if trapped in this hellhole. I have been 
blessed by their sense of humor, moved by their 
anger, inspired by their resilience, and touched by 
their compassion. During this journey, in the most 
memorable moments, we have exchanged laughter, 
tears, county-style-spreads, the bitter taste of op-
pression, and the will to move forward despite the 

obstacles and pain. Lying here, at the 
dawn of a new year, this experience 
has given me not just knowledge, but 
rather a lasting sense of direction; for 
now I truly understand what it means 
to be colonized, to be stripped of self-
determination; and now, with every 
bone in my body, I believe that I was 
born for this purpose: to help us break 
this cycle of enslavement and build 
something new, something needed, 
something now. 
 Though my future, too, rests in the
hands of a judge, who in the com-
ing months will decide whether or 
not my petition for writ of habeas 
corpus merits a new trial, the sight of 
this lobotomized persecution of my 
people disturbs me even more than 
the prosecutorial fallacy that violates 
me indefinitely. We are supposed to
be presumed “innocent ‘til proven 
guilty,” yet everyday the hands of hate 
transgress our human rights. Who 
said the holocaust never happened? 
Come to L.A. and see it for yourself! 
I have always told myself that noth-
ing would make me more happy than 
to receive justice and be free; now it 
appears that the only thing that would 
make me happier would be seeing an 
end to this reality, which imposes such 
affliction in my soul. Can it be that
the struggle for liberation has sud-
denly taken greater priority over my 
own personal fight for freedom? Or is
it that the struggle and my fight have
always been one? What was it that Che 
Guevara wrote to his mother, Celia, 
in the days before venturing to Cuba 
from a Mexican jail cell? 

 “In these days of prison and the previous 
ones of training I identified totally with my com-
rades of the cause. . . . The concept of ‘I’ disap-
peared totally to give place to the concept ‘us.’ It 
was a communist morale and naturally it may 
seem a doctrinaire exaggeration, but really it was 
(and is) beautiful to be able to feel that removal of 
I”
 Thus, while studying Strickland v. Wash-
ington in continued efforts to refine my aware-
ness of the legal causes of my plight, I consider it 
as important to expose my brothers to the social 
and political causes of our plight, as a criminalized 
community, and as a colonized people. Detached 
from the “freedom files “ and books i have com-                    
piled at prison during my almost 8 years of incar-
ceration, all I can do to advance their thoughts and 
feed their hunger is to speak freely from the heart; 
and, when the ‘I’ has disappeared to give place to 
the concept of “us,” I sing for them, I sing for my-
self, I sing for us…   CONTINUED ON PAGE 11 

        WE ARE NOT STRANGERS       
  TO THIS LAND  
                              BY RAMSEY MUNIZ

 Even though I find myself confined in the
dungeons of America, I marvel at the spirituality 
of liberation and justice that my Mexicano sisters
and brothers are seeking after so many generations
and years. As I witness the millions of nuestra 
gente proudly marching with that glow in their 
faces, demonstrating the love in their hearts, I 
clearly recall the last words of our last Mexicano 
Emperor - Huey Tlahtoani Kuauhtemoktzin - Cu-
auhtemoc:
 “Now we mandate our children also not to 
forget to transmit to their children how it will be, 
how we will reunite, how we will rise again, how 
we will reach out, and how we will fulfill the great
destiny of our race.”
 America was taken by surprise as our sis-
ters and brothers marched in its streets. They were
surprised not only by the numbers, but by the
truthful statements echoed by our people.
 Without question or doubt, the issue is one 
of our people staying here in the United States. 
However, we are also encountering a bigger,
spiritual issue at this time in history. We are finally
coming together as a race, as a people, raza, gente 
in all Aztlan, in the United States, and in our Holy 
Land of Mexico. For the longest time in history the 
oppressor has made us think that we are different.
Some would argue that due to the place of birth, 
whether in the United States or the Holy Land of 
Mexico, we are different. It is extremely sad that
throughout the long existence of our people we 
have looked upon ourselves as different races.  The
oppressor’s objective will forever be to divide the 
races and ultimately conquer.
 We must not be impatient with those who 
will claim they are not Mexi-
canos, and that they never 
will be. At the same time 
we must be patient with our 
sisters and brothers from our 
Holy Land who don’t under-
stand why our people became 
Hispanic, Latinos, Chicanos, 
and Mexican Americans. The
important thing is that the 
time has come for us to come 
together as one once again. 
“Todos somos uno” should 
be the theme of today, tomor-
row, and our future. If we can 
come together as one race in 
the prisons of America, then 
there is no question that we 
can accomplish the same in 
the so-called free world of 
today.
 We must never forget 
our Mexicano blood. The
Spanish invaders thought 
they subjugated our flesh
with whips and swords, the 
French with guns and priests, 
but there is another separate 
world beneath our feet, above 
our heads, and dwelling in 
our Meixcano souls. From the 
beginning our creation as a race
 / people / gente, 

we have been one with the land of Aztlan. Even 
today in the 21st century the spirits of our ancient 
gods are everywhere. They are in every stone,

every bird in the trees, the grass, the maize on the 
stalk, the water in the lakes, and the fish in the
streams. Yes, the invaders conquered only what the 
eye could see, not ever understanding that from 
the time of our creation it was prophesized that 
we would overcome all invaders in our land, and 

we would rise once again. The oppressor has never
conquered our spirituality and the power of our 
ancient cultura, which were the foundations of our 
existence and recreation. We are not strangers to 
this land in which they refer to us as illegal aliens 
and/or immigrants.
We must never forget to continue teaching our 
youth of today and tomorrow the truth of our 
Mexicano history. We must share with the youth 
that it is written in our ancient manuscripts that 
one day we would return to the sacred place of our 
creation/existence as a race― Aztlan, “land that 
has risen.”
 We as Mexicanos of the 21st century must 
take a strong political stand against the creation 
of a so-called “Berlin Wall” separating the bor-
ders. It is not about the war against terrorists at 
this point. It is about keeping our people out of 
the land which truthfully cries out. America must 
remember that we did not cross an ocean to arrive 
in what was first called Aztlan by our ancestors. It
is written in our ancient prophecies that the land 
(Aztlan) would call for us to return.
 I never miss the national news, seeking 
what it has to comment about the immigration 
issue. Regardless of what the Republicans and/or 
Democrats state about this most profound issue, 
deep in my heart and mind I know that at the end 
we shall overcome whatever they decide to do with 
our people. We shall overcome the rounding up of 
our people as if we were animals. We shall over-
come the structure of a wall at the border. We shall 
overcome the imprisonment of our sisters and 
brothers because of immigration policies. We shall 
overcome at the end because we are not strangers 
of this land, which was ours at one time. The land
calls upon our hearts to return and to rise once 
again. Truth which pertains to the land is on our 
side and history has it that truth shall win!!!
 The entire world is in some sort of conflict.
Even in war, and if one studies the issues closely, 
land becomes the reason for oppression, freedom, 
imprisonment, justice, and humanity. It is our duty 
and honor to support the efforts by our sisters
and brothers in seeking the spiritual, cultural, 
and political right to reside in the United States of 
America.
 Even though I’m in this mode of dark-

ness, I sleep as if I were newly 
born, knowing that the truth 
of our existence and creation 
has
enlightened the entire world.  
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 We shall overcome 
the rounding up of our 
people as if we were ani-
mals. We shall overcome 
the structure of a wall 
at the border. We shall 
overcome the imprison-
ment of our sisters and 
brothers because of im-
migration policies. We 
shall overcome at the 
end because we are not 
strangers of this land, 
which was ours at one 
time. 

 The world knows that el
Mexicano / Mexicana has 
risen with the power of truth
 in his heart and mind.
 What a time to be alive! Do 
we as Mexicanos of our Sixth 
Sun dare to scale the heights 
of heaven of Aztlan and our 
most sacred Holy Land of 
Mexico? Que viva la raza!

America:
“We want only to show you 
something
We have seen and tell you 
something
We have heard. That here and
there
In the world and now and 
then in ourselves
Is a new spiritual/cultural 
Mexicano creation.”
In exile,
Ramsey Muniz - 
Tezcatlipoca
Letters can be sent to Ramsey       

c/o  Irma Muniz, PMB216, 5403 Everhart Rd, Cor-
pus Christi, Tx. 78411

ART BY MARIO ROCHA



The Abolitionist caught up with former Black Panthers and recent Grand Jury resisters John Bowman, Hank Jones, and Richard Brown. Along with 
Ray Boudreaux and Harold Taylor they make up the Committee for the Defense of Human Rights. They’ve been traveling around the country sharing their 
story and educating people on COINTELPRO, torture, repression, and their use under today’s PATRIOT Act. 

 Recently, the UN Committee on Torture found the US in violation of the International Convention Against Torture at Guantanamo Bay and numer-
ous other illegal US prisons around the world. The committee also stated that the $5.7 million investigation into the torture of 192 Black men at the hands of 
former Chicago Police Commander Jon Burge and members of his department during the 70s and 80s is completely inadequate.    

 Drawing on their own experiences, John, Hank, and Richard show how harassment, torture, and imprisonment are systematically used against politi-
cal activists working for social change. They expose torture for what it is: a tried-and-true method of social control that has been used throughout US history. 
They demonstrate how important it is to speak out and build communities of resistance and healing against State torture and repression.   

The Abolitionist: How did you first be-
come acquainted with the Black Panthers and what 
happened in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and New 
Orleans in 1973? 
John Bowman (JB): I was born and 
raised in San Francisco and that’s where I joined 
the Black Panther Party in 1967. When I got intro-
duced to the Black Panther Party 10-point plat-
form I became interested in finding out more and 
I began to go into their office and listen to some 
of their programs and talk about the orientation 
of what they were doing. And I thought that this 
would be something I should have energy toward 
because it was answering some of the needs of the 
people in my community. I think I was 17 or 18. 
 We went all over the city and eventually 
went all over the country explaining the Black 
Panther Party 10-point platform and program 
which included free breakfast, free medical clin-
ics, organizing rent strikes, getting landlords to 
upgrade the housing and networking with other 
people in different communities to get medical 
supplies and to get medical doctors to come into 
the clinics which we would set up. 
 In San Francisco they started the Tac 
Squad … an elite group of police officers whose 
only function was to harass, arrest, and disrupt the 
work of the members of the Black Panther Party 
who were in the community doing their work. 
Sometimes they would target people for a week or 
two; put them in jail, falsely accuse them of hav-
ing narcotics, of having weapons, and taking them 
for questioning about something that happened 
somewhere in San Francisco. This would cause a 
disruption in the organizing efforts of the Black 
Panther Party. It also caused economic drain on 
the resources that the Black Panther Party in San 
Francisco and in Oakland had because bail money 

was three to four times a week for some people, 
some people were three and four times a day. This 
was a tactic that the San Francisco police depart-
ment in conjunction with the FBI had employed 
against all members of the Black Panther Party to 
disrupt their organizing rhythm. 
The Abolitionist: Tell us about what 
happened in San Francisco at the Ingleside Police 
Station and how that led to the arrests of members 
of the Black Panther Party. 
Hank Jones (HJ): There was an incident 
at Ingleside where a police officer was killed out 
there and the two lead detectives involved with 
that case always suspected that some Black radi-
cals were responsible for that and the focus finally 
fell on members of the Black Panther Party in San 
Francisco, which led to the arrest of some of those 
members in New Orleans in 1973. That is where 
the torture element came in. 
JB: In 1973 in New Orleans there was at least a 
dozen people arrested who were from the commu-
nity that we were organizing with. They were all 
interrogated and questioned. Three people: myself, 
Harold Taylor, and Rubin Scott were separated 
from everyone, then from each other, and then 
each one of us was interrogated and tortured.  
After the interrogation and torture we were taken 
to separate places where we [were] greeted [by] 
police officer Frank McCoy and officer Edward 
Erdelatz who were investigating the Ingleside 
[case]. They were in New Orleans at the time we 
were arrested. 
 When the interrogation and the torture 
would take place there [were] instruments of 
torture. There was a wool blanket that was soaked 
in hot water [that] was put over our heads. And 
then there was the cattle prod, which was used to 
electric shock our bodies in all the sensitive places: 

one’s penis, testicles, anus, under the feet, under 
[the] arms, on [the] toes. This cattle prod was one 
of the consistent tools they would use beside their 
fists in places that doesn’t bruise like in the back 
of your neck, your stomach, and they would use a 
blackjack, which is a flat piece of iron pipe encased 
in rubber. They would use that on my ankles and 
across my shoulders and on my elbows and my 
wrist bones. This did not cause bruising and this 
was part of their torture preparing for interroga-
tion. This process went on for several days. Sleep 
deprivation and denial of food, sleep, court ap-
pearances, [and] contact with other people. Each 
one of us went through a similar process. 
 Another instrument of torture they used 
was a plastic bag, such as a bag you would get your 
cleaning out of. They would put that around your 
face and it would cause you to suffocate and lose 
consciousness. Once you begin to lose conscious-
ness they would take it off and then they would 
start the physical process again with the other 
instruments I mentioned. 
HJ: They worked in tag-teams, these torturers. 
They’d alternate. They worked in tag-teams over 
the course of 4 or 5 days. 
JB: After the tag-team process would stop, they 
would put our clothes on, because we were naked 
[all] the time that the torture would take place. 
They would take us and put our clothes on and get 
us in front of the inspectors. They would inter-
rogate us. Those questions would come in the 
form of asking people’s names, addresses, phone 
numbers, and locations of people and wanting to 
know where people were who were fugitives and 
they wanted to know what our activities were in 
the Black Panther Party. When we did not collabo-
rate with their thinking then that would become a 
problem. 

The Abolitionist: How long did this go 
on?
JB: The questioning could last for an hour or 
ten minutes. It all depends on how irritated the 
questioners had gotten with the answers we were 
givin’ them. Sometimes we would be in there for 
hours just going over and over again the [same] 
questions. And if they weren’t satisfied we would 
be taken back to the interrogation room, stripped 
naked, handcuffed to the chair, and the process of 
torture would start again. 
 Officer Frank McCoy and officer Ed 
Erdelatz [of the San Francisco police department] 
were in charge of the interrogation. They were the 
facilitators. The New Orleans police department 
was the shock troops. And there were officers from 
New York City and there were officers from Los 
Angeles. And they would all be in the room at the 
same time taking notes. It was the FBI who made 
the initial arrest in August 1973. 
Richard Brown (RB): Because of the 
torture in New Orleans I was arrested in San Fran-
cisco. Frank McCoy and Edward Erdelatz came 
back to San Francisco after the torture, arrested 
me, and said there were statements made against 
me and that I was guilty of attacking this police 
station [Ingleside]. I told them I didn’t know what 
they were talking about. When I again insisted that 
I didn’t know what they were talking about they 
said ‘okay, we’re going to charge you and book you 
right now’. I was released. And I have been ha-
rassed to a certain extent by the police department 
and watched over the years. 
 In 2004 when they came forth with this 
grand jury investigation I was subpoenaed and 
taken before a grand jury and ultimately held in 
contempt of court and jailed. 
HJ: In January 2003, Edward Erdelatz who was 
the lead detective on that original case in 1971, 
showed up at my door and asked if he could come 
in and talk to me. I allowed them in which was a 
mistake. They started asking me questions regard-
ing the Ingleside people that I had known in San 
Francisco in 1971 and people I knew today in rela-
tionship to my involvement with the Black Panther 
Party. They wanted to take my prints and wanted 
me to give statements and incriminate people 
and set them up for the same kind of harassment 
I was experiencing at the time. I declined and I 
told them that if they needed my fingerprints they 

would have to come back with some legal docu-
ment. A few months later Frank McCoy showed 
up, had a subpoena to take my fingerprints or to 
have me appear before the grand jury. I had an op-
tion. Now this was a federal grand jury and these 
two detectives were deputized as part of a terrorist 
task force. 
 I submitted to give the prints rather than 
go before a grand jury. They took the prints and 
left. My prints were already on file. I have done 
some time in relationship to my political activi-
ties and I’m a licensed real-estate appraiser, so my 

prints were on file. Later on I received a subpoena 
to appear before a federal grand jury, and it said I 
was accused of being a member of a terrorist or-
ganization, namely the Black Liberation Army. We 
had a hearing on it [and] before the hearing was 
completed they dismissed the subpoena. 
 In the State [the case] went before a grand 
jury 3 or 4 times. I refused to cooperate and as 
it turned out the four other brothers refused to 
cooperate: John Bowman, Harold Taylor, Richard 
Brown and Ray Boudreaux. We all independently 
came to the conclusion that this was wrong and an 
illegal procedure and we did not want to cooperate 
with it. We were eventually held in contempt of a 
grand jury and I was to serve county jail time until 
the sitting grand jury expired. 
 I served a total of 6 weeks in county jail 
and so far there has been no further contact with 
them but we’re told the case is, of course, still 
pending because there’s not been no resolution. So 
as far as we’re concerned we’re still under investi-
gation. What we’ve decided to do [is] expose what 
was going on in 1971 that brought all this about, 
namely the FBI counter intelligence program or 
COINTELPRO which had targeted Black militant 
organizations among other activist organizations 
and had decided that the Black Panther Party was 
the greatest threat to the internal security of the 
country. That, in effect, put a target on the backs 
of every Black Panther Party member and anyone 
associated with them. 
The Abolitionist: Reflecting on the last 30 
years how has your understanding of repression, 
torture and activism evolved with all you have 
been through? 
HJ: I think that the country has shifted and 
there’s an extreme paranoia and greater emphasis 
on police power in the country that is destructive. 
We are giving up our human and civil rights all for 
the sake of preserving ourselves from what we’re 
told are terrorist threats. 

RB: Today the activities that were illegal [in 
the late ‘60s and early ‘70s] are legal now because 
of the PATRIOT Act. Because of the actions of 
Homeland Security everyone is a target, it’s not 
just Black people, it’s not just Panthers. This is a 
country where at one time you had freedom of 
speech; if you disagreed with something you could 
say that. Now people are afraid to because they 

could end up being detained with no lawyer, no 
charge, for an indefinite period of time. As far as 
I’m concerned we don’t have a democratic country 
any more. We have a fascist regime. 

The Abolitionist: How do we resist in 
intelligent ways that are sustainable? It just seems 
like there is so much power there to pick people 
apart. What is it that we do?
RB: We started our organization, our Com-
mittee for the Defense of Human Rights, to not 

only educate people about what is going on with 
us and other political prisoners who are locked 
down across the country. We want to try to expose 
everything that is going on. 
HJ: The Panther Party had a program to address 
the conditions in the community, the problems 
in the community. We were being ignored and 
underserved and under-protected. But what the 
Party did was they came up with a 10-point pro-
gram and they instituted survival programs which 
included breakfast for school children, liberation 
schools and free medical clinics and free cloth-
ing programs because we could not depend on 
this government to provide for us. Today we are 
spending all of our resources, wage and struggles 
in countries thousands of miles away and bleed-
ing the economy at home and people are suffering. 
People are not having their needs addressed. 
RB: In the late ‘60s and early 70’s other people 
who were concerned came together and supported 
us because they saw and understood once we were 
able to get the message out what was going on and 
how we were being targeted. Now the whole coun-
try is under attack. We are not united. We are not 
organized. We are not together. We are not fighting 
on a united front and that is what we have to do in 
order to put an end to this madness. 
The Abolitionist: you guys have been out 
on to road to DC, Atlanta, and Boston talking to 
people. Tell us about your strategy behind this 
speaking tour and what you’ve been learning as 
you’ve been talking to folks.
JB: We’re just starting this, but we’re trying [to] 
wake people up. If it could happen to us after 30 
years, it can happen to some of the people out 
there, the animal rights people, these people who 
are out there in the forefront of the struggle. So 
what we’re trying to do is make sure people know 
what is going on. 
RB: One of the reasons that we have been tar-
geted is we have experience. We have been through 
this before. We not only have the experience we 
have the discipline and we have understanding of 
what has to be done and how it has to be done. 
They don’t want us teaching our young people how 
to successfully resist. They don’t want us teaching 
anyone how to resist, which is why they targeted 
us as and have moved on us as quickly as possible. 
And to send the message out that if you associ-
ate with these madmen the same thing is going to 

happen to you. Our job is to stay ahead of them 
and get to as many people as possible. We’ve been 
extremely successful. There is a movement already 
and no matter what happens to us I don’t think it’s 
going to stop. And that’s the main thing. There was 
a discipline, a dedicated-ness by the people in the 
‘60s and ‘70s, a spirit that didn’t die, that still re-
mains and has been awakened and this has fright-
ened the people in control and who want to take 
more and more power and make the rich richer              
             CONTINUED ON PAGE 17
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FORCED PASSAGES ; CONTINUED 
FROM PAGE 3
it must have as its goal the apocalypse of the PIC 
and it has to come from in here.  Studying the 
praxis of those who are captive may shed light 
on new ways and theories on how to combat this 
monster.
 There’s the camp that’s talking about
revolution and the other camp that’s talking about 
reformism, which is trying to improve [the PIC] 
by bits and pieces and to me they are intercon-
nected. The issue that we’re talking about with
prison education is that educators who come in 
and teach get too embedded in the whole structure 
because for them to be able to teach they have to 
have rapport with the captors—the administration. 
For them to do that they have to compromise what 
they’re teaching because if they come in and teach 
things that make prisoners think critically of their 
situation and the historical and political context, it 
causes problems for the administrators.
 Also, they get a lot of recognition for their 
work and ultimately it’s from our work. They bring
in their college program, we get the degrees and 
then they get the pictures of us getting degrees and 
they say, ‘look what we did.’ There’s a contradic-
tion there that I can’t reconcile. I’m trying to create 
mutiny, create crisis in here. And what they’re try-
ing to do, whether that is their intention or not, is 
they’re bringing positive public relations to prison. 
Those two camps can’t be reconciled.
 I think our positions are qualitatively dif-
ferent. I’ve told you [what] I think is the best phi-
losophy to use in my position. But in your position 
[on the outside] you are much more mobile and 
you don’t necessarily feel the same type of mis-
ery as we do, so you can sustain yourself in much 
more healing ways. So your work philosophy, your 
struggle philosophy shouldn’t be the same as mine. 
And I want to clarify that because I don’t want to 
mix that up…Out there I have something to lose, 
so I have to be more intelligent in my activities…

                         Submission Guidelines for the Abolitionist

DEADLINE FOR FIFTH ISSUE IS: September 15, 2006.
The Abolitionist accepts:
• Reproducible artwork (desperately needed!)
• Letters (250 words)
• Short Articles (250-750 words)
• Questions you have about abolition
• Strategies for coming home (jailhouse lawyering or other)
• Useful resources with contact information and description
• Important legal and administrative news
• International, national, and local organizing efforts and prison news

Note that we WILL edit your piece for content, length and clarity unless you tell us not to! If you do not want your piece edited, write a note on your submis-
sion indicating that no changes should be made. In this case, however, it might not be used.

Also clearly note if you want us to print your full name and address, just your initials and city, or to simply have it remain anonymous.
Unfortunately, we will not be able to respond to or publish every submission we receive and will be unable to return them unless prior arrangements are 
made. What we can promise is that we will read everything that comes in and use it to inform our overall work.

Once again, the DEADLINE FOR THE FIFTH ISSUE IS: SEPTEMBER 15, 2006.
Please let us know if you would like to be involved in producing the paper, OR if you have questions about what to write for the paper.
Also, please forward family members and friends’ mailing and email (this option is cheaper for us) addresses who you want to receive the newspaper or who 
might want to get directly involved in working on it. We are still in the process of securing funding for this project. If you would like to contribute please send 
money or stamps to: CRITICAL RESISTANCE/JUSTICE NOW/ 1904 FRANKLIN STREET, SUITE 504/OAKLAND, CA 94612.

In solidarity,
The Abolitionist Editorial Collective

*Currently CR does not have the capacity to provide legal services, job
placement, or housing placement *
                                                                                         RESOURCE LIST

  Organizations 
  Committee for the Defense of Human Rights (CDHR)                                              
  P.O. Box 90221
  Pasadena, CA, 91109
  626.345.4939
  cdhr_right@hotmail.com

                              

Readings
  To read more about the Black Panther Party
  http://www.itsabouttimebpp.com/home/home.html

  Conquest: Sexual Violence and American Indian Genocide. Andrea Smith. South End Press.  2005.

  Forced Passages: Imprisoned Radical Intellectuals and the U.S. Prison Regime. Dylan Rodríguez.                                                          
         University of Minnesota Press. 2006

                                                                                                                               Intead of Prisons: A Handbook for Abolitionists. 
                 Prison Research Education Action Project/
                     Critical Resistance. 2005.

 
 More from the Ricardo Flores Magón Brigade
  http://www.narconews.com/Issue40/article1585.html

  2002 Interview between Viet Mike Ngo and Dylan Rodriguez
  http://www.brown.edu/Departments/African_American_Studies/wayland_fac_seminar/interview/viet_mike.
html#interview

You have your acceptations to the rule, but just in 
general it wouldn’t necessarily apply.”
 Similarly, Andrea Smith observes, “What I 
see is a lot of the organizing can be kind of patron-
izing and assume the voice of the voiceless. Like, 
we will speak on behalf of the voiceless prisoner. 
And I think prison organizing is very white-
dominated. I think that is one way whiteness gets 
replicated because white people often feel they lose
their whiteness when working on these issues be-
cause they get to be speaking on behalf of the pris-
oner of color. So I think that can be an issue. And 
I don’t think there’s a simple solution either. I don’t 
think you can say, ‘if we do X we will be perfect 
and not be co-opted.’ So we just always have to be 
thinking. Something that works at one point may 
not work at another point, so I think this requires 
constant re-evaluation.
 …And I think that this logic of anti-Black 
racism then needs to be considered more care-
fully by other communities of color working on 
racial justice. Because the way that I see that logic 
come up in organizing is there is a sense we can be 
informed by the legacy of the civil-rights move-
ment, we can be indebted to it because it helped 
spark our own movements, but we expect solidar-
ity to them without any sense that we owe solidar-
ity to Black communities. And we often hear, ‘get
beyond the Black-White binary’, and I feel that is 
an issue of anti-Black racism that communities of 
color often demonstrate. There is a Black-White
binary: it’s just that that’s not the only binary.”
  On this topic Rodriguez uncompromising-
ly writes, “The only ‘good’ meeting [between pris-
oner and non-prisoner] is the one that foments the 
collapse of its condition.” This commitment must
guide our “reflection and action on the world.”

 “Come Then, Citizens, Into the         
Penal Pits and Claim Us.”
 “Come then, citizens, into the penal pits 
and claim us/ come claim the tortured sons suffer-

ing toilet paper destiny/come and share our rue 
soup, zoological violences, and our common goals 
to nowhere but gone…/ come see skeletons trip-
ping off the ends of monotone tongues and come
hear the clatter of bones shattering on fragile stone 
floors/ come view the solid wall horizon echoing
empty-eyed stare until despair drinks dry the will 
to look.” ―Anonymous Poet (A Sunny Soledad 
Afternoon, 1971)
 Forced Passages lays out important his-
tories that sharpen our understanding of where 
imprisoned radical intellectuals were/are coming 
from, their sacrifices, their visions for liberation,
and where there might be common ground for 
principled resistance to the prison regime. 
 “What the book is saying is that the prison 
regime is really about revealing the nation-state, 
the US specifically, but the nation-state form of
government generally speaking as a system based 
on terror, disappearance, and genocide. So that 
impacts the way we look at liberation struggles be-
cause a lot of social justice movements, especially 
anti-racist social justice movements, tend to as-
sume the US as a neutral thing that has a problem 
with racism but not as a configuration constituted
by racism. And the prison regime demonstrates 
how, in fact, racism is constitutive of how the US 
was formed. So a prison abolitionist struggle puts 
into question a larger question about what is the 
form of governance we want to live in…that is not 
based on violence,” explains Andrea Smith. 
 Rodriguez closes with this challenge, “We 
can and must depart from the words of Aguila, 
penned in 1970 and still unfulfilled: ‘When the
word abolition ceases to be taken for granted then 
we will stop discussing impossibilities and begin 
our quest for victory and freedom—for the most 
denied and most oppressed, abolition will register 
as a battle cry.’”
 How will we make this our own?

Trans/Gender Variant in Prison Committee 
  California Prison Focus 
  2940 16th Street #B-5 
  San Francisco, CA 94103 
  Phone/message:   415-252-9211 
  Fax: 415-252-9311 
  tip@riseup.net

  Estacion Libre
  www.estacionlibre.org
  e-libre@riseup.net

Transgender, Gender Variant and Intersex (TGI) Justice Project
  1322 Webster St. Suite 210 
  Oakland, CA 94612 
  Voice: **NEW NUMBER** 510-677-5500 
  Fax: 510-839-7615 
  info@tgijp.org 
  http://www.tgjip.org 

ENTER THE SIXTH SUN: CONTINUED FROM PAGE   6 

 At first, they look at me as if I am from a different world, as I launch the poetry from the top of my
lungs, close my eyes, lift my hands, and search for their dreams in the harmony of my voice. In a way,
I am from a different world – and I feel their desire to become part of it...to take a step into a new path
and never look back; to join me in my endless walk towards that greater something that lies out there in 
the horizon of who we were, who we are...out there in the distance of our destiny as warriors; to raise the 
black flag and red star in solidarity with the Zapatistas of Mexico and the faceless rebels of the world...
 To help create a movement that is necessary at this precise stage of our struggle...
 To help carry on the traditions of those who are no longer with us but whose Native Ways live on in 
our blood...
 To reawaken the Spirit of Collective Will, regenerate the guiding principles of pueblo and patria, and 
travel together into a world that is not only different, but much more real than we ever imagined – where
we are neither victims nor prisoners, but rather liberators of a land that waits to be free. Come now ev-
eryone, Enter the Sixth Sun...



Perspective 4: Abolitionists work with prison-
ers but always remain “nonmembers” of the estab-
lished prison system. Abolitionists learn how to 
walk the narrow line between relating to prisoners 
inside the system and remaining independent and 
“outside” that system. We resist the compelling
psychological pressures to be “accepted” by people
in the prison system. We are willing to risk press-
ing for changes that are beneficial to and desired
by prisoners. In relating to those in power, we 
differentiate between the personhood of system
managers (which we respect) and their role in 
perpetuating an oppresive system.
  Perspective 5: Abolitionists are “allies” 
of prisoners rather than traditional “helpers.” We 
have forged a new definition of what is truly help-
ful to the caged, keeping in mind both the prison-
er’s perspective and the requirements of abolition. 
New insights into old, culture-laden views of the 
“helping-relationship” strengthen our roles as allies 
of prisoners.
 Perspective 6: Abolitionists realize that 
the empowerment of prisoners and ex-prisoners 
is crucial to prison system change. Most people 
have the potential to determine their own needs 
in terms of survival, resources and programs. 
We support self-determination of prisoners and 
programs which place more power in the hands of 
those directly affected by the prison experience.
 Perspective 7: Abolitionists view power 
as available to each of us for challenging and 
abolishing the prison system. We believe that 
citizens are the source of institutional power. By 
giving support to-or withholding support from-
specific policies and practices, patterns of power
can be altered.
 Perspective 8: Abolitionists believe 
that crime is mainly a consequence of the struc-
ture of society. We devote ourselves to a commu-
nity change approach. We would drastically limit 
the role of the criminal (in)justice systems. We ad-
vocate public solutions to public problems-greater 
resources and services for all people.
 Perspective 9: Abolitionists believe 
that it is only in a caring community that corpo-
rate and individual redemption can take place. 
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30 years ago the Prison Research 
Education Action Project (PREAP) 
published a set of strategies for orga-
nizing against prisons and imprison-
ment published as Instead of Prisons: 
A Handbook for Abolitionists.  They
believed that collaborations between 
imprisoned people and their families, 
friends, and supporters on the outside 
needed to be the core of this work.  They
understood that only through a coordi-
nated effort from both sides of the bars
could we begin to build a movement 
to untangle the system of punishment 
we have all become tied up in.  This
year Critical Resistance re-printed this 
book.  We think this book is still a really 
important tool for people who want 
to work for an alternate vision that 
doesn’t rely on locking people in cages to 
maintain healthy sustainable commu-
nities.  
We’re re-printing a few sections of the 
book here in the Abolitionist to help 
continue building a dialogue between 
prisoners and their supporters, to help 
provide some historical background to 
the work that we hope to do together in 
this movement, and to provide con-
crete strategies that can still be useful 
in working for self-determination 
and social justice. We’re re-printing 
selections from three sections here: 
Nine Perspectives for Abolitionists, 
Diminishing/Dismantling the Prison 
System, and Qualities of a Prisoners Ally. All un-
highligted text is taken from “Instead of Prisons”.

NINE PERSPECTIVES FOR 
            ABOLITIONISTS:

 People come to the conclusion that im-
prisonment should not continue through many 
different paths.   Whether a person’s point of entry
is moral or political or practical, these paths can 
meet up around the idea that imprisonment will 
not help us create the kind of world we want to live 
in. 

Perspective 1: Imprisonment is morally 
reprehensible and indefensible and must be 
abolished.. In an enlightened free society, prison 
cannot endure or it will prevail. Abolition is a long 
range goal; an ideal. The eradication of any oppres-
sive system is not an easy task. But it is realizable, 
like the abolition of slavery or any liberation, so 
long as there is the will to engage in the struggle.
 Perspective 2: The message of abolition
requires“honest” language and new definitions. 
Language is related to power. We do not permit 
those in power to control our vocabulary. Using 
“system language” to call prisoners “inmates” or 
punishment “treatment,” denies prisoners the real-
ity oftheir experience and makes us captives of the
old system. Our own language and definitions em-
power us to define the prison realistically.
 Perspective 3: Abolitionists believe 
reconciliation, not punishment, is a proper 
response to criminal acts. The present criminal
(in)justice systems focus on someone to punish, 
caring little about the criminal’s need or the vic-
tim’s loss. The abolitionist response seeks to restore
both the criminal and the victim to full humanity, 
to lives of integrity and dignity in the community. 
Abolitionists advocate the least amount of coer-
cion and intervention in an individual’s life and 
the maximum amount of care and services to all 
people in the society.

DISMANTLING/
DIMINISHING THE 
SYSTEM

 This section is crucial for any-
one working for a world without pris-
ons.  The authors urge us to always
keep the long-term vision of abolition 
in mind regardless of the tactics we 
use to get toward this goal.  They are
also wise enough to understand that 
because abolition is such a long-term 
goal, we need to develop shorter-
term steps (what they call “abolishing 
reforms”) that lead us toward our 
abolitionist vision.  
 They lay out a plan that uses
five different strategies: moratorium,
decarceration, excarceration, restraint 
of the “few,” and building a caring 
community.  These strategies are still
being used today.  After a quiet pe-
riod, the movement for a moratorium 
on prison building is active again.  For 
instance, groups like California Prison 
Moratorium Project and coalitions 

like the Central Valley Coalition for Environmental 
Justice work with communities that are being tar-
geted for new prison construction to help mobilize 
people to fight against new prisons.
 The push for decarceration has remained
steady since the book was published.  Groups from 
Families to Amend California’s Three Strikes to po-
litical prisoner support committees have pushed to 
get people released from cages.  A number of impor-
tant strides have also been made around excarcera-
tion from drug courts to youth diversion programs, 
to mediation.  
 And while there is ongoing debate within 
abolitionist groups about whether or not “restraint 
of the few” is necessary or what that might look like, 
there is general agreement that building a commu-
nity of people working together from both within 
and outside prison walls is the only way to create a 
viable movement for healthy, sustainable communi-
ties that do not rely on imprisonment.  The strategies
outlined below are still as relevant today as they 
were 30 years ago.

  Value of creating a model
 As prison abolitionists, it is important that 
we examine whether our actions move us toward 
our goals. A vision or continuing plan of action 
helps us to assess our day-to-day work, enabling 
us to see how our small piece of work fits into the
whole. Without a long range plan, it is possible to 
waste a great deal of energy because expectations 
are unrealistic or because we lack the focus neces-
sary to move us nearer our goals. The result can be
disillusionment, frustration, and a sense of defeat.
 For instance, many good court watching 
programs produce interesting data, but eventually
dribble out because there seems to be no way to
counteract society’s racism and classism in the
criminal selection process. However, if court
watching programs are placed in an abolition con-
text, the elimination of bail and preventive deten-
tion are not seen as ends in themselves. Intermedi-
ate strategies might include the creation of
release on recognizance (ROR) programs, vol-
untary restitution programs, and local support 
groups to move releasees into assistance programs 
in the community. These programs can be envi-
sioned as part of a wider campaign to continually 

We view the dominant culture as 
more in need of “correction” than the 
prisoner. The caring communities
have yet to be built.

move toward the abolition of bail, and ultimately, 
of imprisonment itself.
   The prospect of changing a system as mas-
sive, complex and powerful as the prison system 
could overwhelm and paralyze us if we were un-
able to design our work into a series of manageable 
parts.
 Visualizing our long range goal of 
prison abolition as a chain of shorter cam-
paigns around specific issues provides us with
the “handles” we need on the overall problem.
 We are not proposing a single model for 
prison change. We encourage developing many 
models, based on the reality of our life situations. 
For instance, abolition models structured by 
prisoners might differ from models structured by
prisoner allies outside the walls. But the need for 
communication, agreement on goals, and support 
for each others’ campaigns is crucial to developing 
a serious abolition movement.
 While a vision for dismantling prisons will 
help to clarify our collective strategies, we cannot 
expect that a proposed model will always be car-
ried out in an orderly sequence. Various forces and
dynamics undoubtedly will require some flexibility
in our strategies. A good model can be remodeled 
and adapted to meet unforseen opportunities for 
change.
 We have structured an attrition model as 
one example of a long range process for aboli-
tion. “Attrition,” which means the rubbing away or 
wearing down by friction, reflects the persistent
and continuing strategy necessary to diminish 
the function and power of prisons in our society. 
To clarify our terms, the reforms we recommend 
are “abolishing-type” reforms: those that do not 
add improvement to or legitimize the prevailing 
system. We also call for partial abolitions of the 
system: abolishing certain criminal laws, abolish-
ing bail and pretrial detention and abolishing 
indeterminate sentences and parole.
 In this chapter we will briefly lay out the
attrition model and identify its components. 
We can test the model’s consistency with aboli-
tionist goals by asking the following questions:
Do the actions we advocate make possible
the development of the caring community?
Do we move toward empowering the persons
most adversely affected by the present system, the
prisoners themselves? Does our advocacy reflect and
support the values of economic and social justice 
thruout society, concern for all victims and reconcili-
ation? Do the actions we advocate avoid improving 
or legitimizing the prevailing system? Do our sug-
gested campaigns move us closer to our long range 
goal of abolition?
The following will provide information, tools
and resources to enable us to engage in the sug-
gested campaigns proposed here.
                 The Attrition Model
                   Moratorium
 Declare a moratorium on all new jail and 
prison construction. Say stop to all construction of 
cages. Create space and the time to develop alter-
nate planning processes, programs, policies and 
philosophies.

                Decarcerate
 Get as many prisoners out of their cages as 
possible. Examine all methods of depopulating the 
prisons and jails. Create a prisoner release time-
line: at least 80 percent immediately; 15 percent 
gradually; the remaining 5 percent within ten 
years. Here are some of the ways to decarcerate:
Abolish indeterminate sentences and eventually 
abolish parole.
Create a sentence review and release process
with the goal of releasing a majority of the current
prison population into the community. Those who
need no supervision or support should be released
at once. Those who need no supervision but do
need support and services should be released to

QUALITIES OF A PRISONER  
        ALLY 

 While this section lays out some basic 
strategies for people who want to support prison-
ers in being good allies, it’s really an extension 
of the idea of building a caring community.  The
authors are careful to make a distinction between 
providing charity and building alliances.   The abil-
ity to collaborate, to establish equal relationships 
and to equally engage in risk are basic components 
of being a good prisoner ally. 
 Of all the barriers we face in building a 
movement to end imprisonment, building strong 
sustainable alliances through prison walls may be 
the hardest.  Faced with highly restricted access 
and constant surveillance,  we must be persistent 
and creative in finding ways to work together that
combine our vision with practical strategies that 
continue to build the movement to end imprison-
ment.

community peer groups thru contractual arrange-
ments.
 Those needing some supervision should be
paroled with arrangements for transfer as soon as
possible to community services by contract. Those
needing very close supervision should be paroled to
community support groups on a one-to-one con-
tractual basis.
Provide options for prisoners to make restitution
to victims in lieu of serving further time.
Use parole contracts for negotiating condi-
tions for release.
Educate prisoners and lawyers in legal procedures,
such as petitions, for reduction of sentences,
executive clemency, pardon, reprieve and
challenging prison unconstitutionality.
Make decriminalization retroactive and release
those currently imprisoned for victimless
crimes.
  Excarcerate
 Stop putting people in prison. Examine all 
alternatives to caging. Here are some strategies for
excarceration :
Abolish categories of crime. Start by decriminalizing
crimes without victims.
Abolish bail and pretrial detention. Create com-
munity dispute and mediation centers. Utilize 
suspended sentences, fines and restitution. Establish
community probation. Create legislative standards 
and procedures for alternative sentencing.

         Restraint of “the FEW”      

 For the very small percentage of lawbreak-
ers who need to be limited in movement for some
periods of time in their lives, a monitoring and
review procedure should be established with the
goal of working out the least restrictive and most
humane option for the shortest period of time.
Building the caring community
For prison abolition to become a reality, alterna-
tives must exist. Prisoners must be empowered to
take responsibility for their own lives. Prisoners
need support and allies. Above all they need
services in their communities-health, educational,
vocational, residential, counselling and legal 
services-which should be available not only for 
prisoners but for all people.
Here are some ways to build the caring commu-
nity:
Develop a network of community support
services. Support ex-prisoner and peer-assistant
groups and centers. Develop victim-assistance, resti-
tution and compensation programs.
Learn how to, become an ally of prisoners,
working to insure constitutional rights in prison
and upon release. Support prisoners’ unions, voting 
rights and constitutional guarantees.

 There are many ways of “helping” prison-
ers. One is to impose what you think is “best” for
them. This is the typical approach of well-meaning
“experts” and “professionals” who are members of
the criminal (in)justice bureaucracies.
 Another way of “helping” prisoners is thru
charity. We use charity in prison to provide relief
of suffering and to express compassion. But there
are problems with charity: Charity creates depen-
dency. It communicates pity rather than shared
outrage and can romanticize the prisoner. Charity
sometimes relieves the sufferings of prisoners, but
it does not alter the basic conditions responsible
for the sufferings.
 A third way of helping prisoners is to be-
come their ally. These are some of the qualities of a
prisoner ally as compared to those of the “chari-
table” person :
The charitable person does not think of
altering the prisoner’s persistent need for help. 
The prisoner must always depend on the good will 
of the charitable.
The prisoner ally helps the oppressed pri-
soner become empowered to change his/her situa-
tion.
The charitable person often acts out of guilt
and pities the prisoner who is seen as a “poor
soul.”
The prisoner ally treats the prisoner as an
ally in change, sharing anger about prison oppres-
sion.
The charitable person might think the prisoner’s
situation comes from some fault within the prisoner.
The prisoner ally identifies social and cultural forces
that contribute to the cause of prisoners’ oppression.
The charitable person often has a plan for
the prisoner, who is not regarded as a peer.
The prisoner ally and the prisoner strategize
together, mutually; no one must be “thanked.”
The charitable person expects the prisoner
alone to change.
The prisoner ally works with the prisoner
and takes mutual risks, experiencing change also.
The charitable person has his/her own view
of what the prisoner must feel.
The prisoner ally understands the prisoner’s
experiences thru the prisoner’s own words.
The charitable person has easy access to the
criminal (in)justice bureaucracies.
The prisoner ally often has a stormy relationship
with the bureaucracies, because s/he is
perceived as threatening to persons who hold
power in the system.
Note: Obviously, we are not proposing that the
ally and charitable person are always so very
opposite or that people ever actually fulfill either
role in exactly the manner presented here. Rather,
our purpose is simply to contrast the basic quali-
ties of these two relationships. Learning how to 
become an ally is an abolitionist task.



 Prisons make communities and people sick physically, mentally, economically, personally, and emotionally. They tear apart our bodies, our families,
and our communities. Within prison walls, inmates’ health is in critical condition, and their health is inseparable from that of their communities outside. 
When people leave prison they continue to deal with health problems that developed inside. The current state of the medical care prisoners receive is reflective
of how their lives are devalued by the state and prison system. This is unacceptable. Every human being both in and outside of prison has the right to quality
health care and part of what will ultimately make us safe is having community access and control over healthcare.
 But challenging abuse, sharing information, and working for quality healthcare, is no small task. It is my hope that this new, regular column in The
Abolitionist will provide a forum to challenge medical neglect and abuse in prisons and to share information about health resources available and how to get 
and stay healthy. With the contributions of current prisoners, former prisoners, prison health educators, MDs, RNs, and herbalists, future columns will feature 
a range of topics intended to address health related issues that affect prisoners and their families, such as:
       how to get access to health care while in prison    prisoners’ legal health care rights
      women’s reproductive health      interviews with prisoner peer health educators 
      self health exams                                                         disease prevention and detection 
  health news and updates and more
 On September 20th, 2003, a female prisoner at the McPherson Unit in Newport, Arkansas waited in labor for over twelve hours, legs shackled, before 
she reached Newport Hospital. Prison guards would not remove the restraints during the labor despite her pleas and the requests of doctors and nurses help-
ing to deliver her child. 
 She spent the entire labor chained and unable to move her legs until they were freed, by her doctor’s demand, in the final stage of her delivery. The only
thing that separates this woman’s story from those of other prisoners is that two and a half years later, it was printed in a newspaper. Every year, 2,000 ba-
bies are born in US prisons, and shackled labor and recovery is the norm. Only a handful of states prohibit the practice, and twenty-three states have explicit 
guidelines that advise for it. 
 Although underreported, medical neglect, abuse, and the spread of chronic diseases in US prisons is not news to anyone who has set foot inside a 
prison or has a loved one in prison. Prison health care systems are fundamentally flawed, and they are killing people. In US prisons, a (at least one?) prisoner
dies every day. A high percentage of prisoners are living with chronic diseases such as HIV, Hepatitis C, or diabetes, and many have acquired these illnesses 
while inside. It is difficult for prisoners to get access to a doctor or nurse. There are medical requests to be filed, evaluations, and long waits. The quality of care 
prisoners receive once they are seen is inconsistent and usually poor. Prisoners dealing with chronic diseases require regular medical attention and medica-
tion. 
 Chronic health problems that develop in prison are only worsened by substandard living conditions and poor diet. Lack of access to contraception 
in prison also facilitates the spread of sexually transmitted diseases. Privatized prisons and private health contractors neglect prisoners’ needs for the sake of 
profit, misdiagnosing or not following necessary health protocol. The healthcare that is provided in prisons perpetuates racial and gender inequalities: dia-
betes among Native and Latino prisoners, health for transgendered prisoners, cardiac risk among women, and sickle cell anemia among Black prisoners are 
overlooked, ignored, and undertreated. 
 So what happens when people aren’t seen and don’t receive their medication? Or when something is misdiagnosed?
 There are too many accounts of medical neglect, withholding of medication by guards as punishment, and sexual assault of prisoners by guards and by
other prisoners. Given all this, how can it be possible for health care and imprisonment to coexist?
 They can’t.
 A system bent on tearing people down can never provide care. 
f you have experiences you would like to share or questions, ideas, or topics you would like to see addressed about prisoner health and healthcare, write to: The
Abolitionist- Critical Condition; 1904 Franklin St, Suite 504; Oakland, CA, 94612.  I look forward to hearing from you. 

                                                                                                                        In Solidarity ;     Liz
               Liz is a member of Critical Resistance Oakland and is a student going into healthcare. 
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 FOR A WORLD WITHOUT WALLS : CONTINUED FROM PAGE  5
 idealistic reason is that a core value in their campaign organizing and “other way of doing politics” has been to fight to guarantee that every voice of the op-
pressed that wishes to be heard will be sought out and listened to.  The pragmatic reason is that as an anticapitalist movement that is building peoples’ power
beyond the political party system there does not appear to be much of a chance for the struggle to be co-opted.  Following this line of thinking, if the Mexican 
elites recognize that they cannot offer The Other Campaign “carrots” to make them less threatening to their interests, then what they will deliver are “sticks”.
And indeed, just over three months into Delegate Zero’s tour, The Other Campaign has already seen a great deal of repression, especially in Oaxaca.
 A wave of state violence and repression swept Oaxaca after Delegate Zero’s visit in early February.  In response to this, the state coordination of The
Other Campaign in Oaxaca has committed itself to building a statewide and national movement against police brutality, for the release of all political prison-
ers and prisoners of conscience, and for the cancellation of all arrest warrants against fighters for social justice.  The most dramatic battle in this new phase of
The Other Campaign in Oaxaca is taking place in the self-declared autonomous municipality of San Blas Atempa.  
 On New Years Day of 2005, the people of San Blas (a town of 14,000), after over a decade of single-party rule under political boss Agustina Acevedo
Gutierrez, removed her out of City Hall with rocks and, eventually, fire.  Since that date, they have established a popular autonomous council and governed
themselves without the Mexican police.  That is, until the arrival of over 800 state troopers and heavily armed police on March 1st, 2006. Less than a month
after the people of San Blas joined The Other Campaign en masse, one of the most moving moments thus far in Delegate Zero’s tour, the Mexican State re-
turned to assert its authority.  While they succeeded in expelling the rebel government from City Hall, the people of San Blas have successfully mobilized to 
physically block the re-entry of the old political boss and her cohorts.  San Blas remains a rebellious example of what The Other Campaign can be and of what
it is up against. Whereas two months ago their struggle was little known outside of their region, allies from across the country, and even internationally, are 
now joining them. And they are successfully remaining rebellious in the face of tremendous repression, setting an inspiring example for the rest of The Other
Campaign. 
 As abolitionists in the USA, we have a great deal to learn and share with our compañeros to the South.  Since becoming radicalized in the late nineties, 
the Zapatistas have been a major reference point in my political development.  I have learned from them to place listening and truth-telling at the center of a 
strategy for movement building.  Inspired by the Zapatista’s autonomous municipalities, Critical Resistance NYC is building the capacity to create community 
alternatives to police, prisons, and surveillance through the Harm Free Zone project (HFZ). This involves uncovering and encouraging mechanisms of com-
munity accountability.
  In the past six months, the project has hosted a series of roundtables with groups throughout NYC who are building toward this long-term vision of 
community autonomy. Groups like FIERCE! (a queer youth of color organization based in Manhattan’s West Village) and the Malcolm X Grassroots Move-
ment (a New African organization in Bed-Stuy, Brooklyn) are both working on CopWatch projects. Whereas Sista II Sista (poor and working class black and 
Latina women in Bushwick, Brooklyn) are organizing Sista’s Liberated Ground to combat violence against women. And Generation 5 is developing transfor-
mative justice solutions to child sexual abuse. The HFZ project challenges the psychological, social, and cultural entrenchment of the prison-industrial com-
plex with a liberatory, abolitionist practice.
 A strength that we abolitionists share with the Zapatistas is that we reach into the founding struggles of our country to create a powerful, radical vision 
for today. In the 1840s, the abolitionists were at the forefront in opposing the imperialist US-Mexican War.  Today, abolitionists in the USA have the opportu-
nity to join in work and dialogue with “the simple and humble people who fight” in The Other Campaign of Mexico. The Zapatistas are also hoping to foster
more convergences at the “intergalactic” level such as the legendary “Encounter for Humanity and Against Neoliberalism” that they convened in 1996, which 
laid the groundwork for what would become known as the Global Justice Movement.  Perhaps our movements will meet at the next such Encounter, or per-
haps somewhere closer to home: in our city, in our neighborhood, perhaps even in the next cell over.

RJ Maccani is a member of Critical Resistance NYC and helped to form the Ricardo Flores Magón Brigade, which 
is still reporting from Oaxaca, Mexico for The Narco News Bulletin. He can be reached at rj@riseup.net or C/O The 
Abolitionist, 1904 Franklin St., Suite 504, Oakland, CA 94612. 

 I’m 28, been incarcerated since 
18. I write. I struggle. I plan. I 
 learn. And I’m eager to ease the 
situation. Period.
 I wake up trying to keep the 
system out of my veins
 I blame my lifestyle and my 
crave for the hustle game
 Not a 12th grade graduate be-
fore I let cuffs get slapped on me
 Shit, that’s as worse as it gets
 I watch young and old dabble 
in shit too deep for them
 Seeking solace in a needle try-
ing to escape where they’ve been
 You can see the pain in her eyes 
when she’s feeling oppressed
 What is the system’s mission 
- frontin’ like their trying to correct?
 Our lives with their silly cor-
rections it feels like infection.
 Seeping in my veins so I take 
rebellious direction
 Felt incorrect from day one, 
punk cops leering at me 
 Obvious with their prejudice I 
react negatively
 My heart fighting off the cal-
luses from the hurt that I’ve seen
 So because I’m a cynic I catch 
heat from clowns in green
 They disrespect with a mission
to make you hate yourself 
 But you’ve got to be strong 
don’t let them fade your mental health
 Instead, I shoot them the finger
and try to keep my mind free 
 Don’t let the pressures of the 

system get in the system of me
 Won’t let the pressures of the 
system get in the system of me
 The system tried to make me
think I was a criminal and a liar
 I found out I was a soldier, a 
true survivor
 They now see I have more nuts
than they thought I could 
 Never break down, sturdy like 
oak, maple type wood
 I experienced pigs that can’t 
keep their hand to themselves
 Then twist it like you commit-
ted the worst crime, oh Hell
 Is where I am where I’ve been, 
time to shake these chains
 Before I find my brain rear-
ranged, truly deranged
 Go out on psych meds, not! 
Not part of my plot.
 I keep my sanity, my cool, shit 
it’s all that I’ve got
 When will the real struggle 
begin?  I ain’t lookin’ for friends.
 Just crusades down with us all 
the way ‘til we win our worthy cause 
 And I’ll roll even with blood in 
my eyes
 Yes, I’m a radical but I want 
peace at the end of the night 
 My mind is free, not my physi-
cal but that comes next
 Keeping the system out of my 
system is my motto, oh yes
 Keeping the system out of my 
system is my motto, oh yes
 BY STEPHANIE COLLINS

              HEALTH CARE IN PRISON

     Please check the box or boxes that apply to you.
  ☐ I am a concerned community member.
  ☐ I am currently in prison.
  ☐ I have been in prison, jail, detention, or the youth authority.
  ☐ I have or have had family members in prison.
  ☐ I am a survivor of police violence.
Where do you live? City:                                              State:
What issues are important to you? The following issues were chosen because prisoners, former
prisoners and family members have brought them to us.
Please check the top three that you feel are most important; issues that you would join us in fighting.
Parole:
  ☐   Gain parole for those serving life sentences with the possibility of parole.
  ☐   Shorten lengths of parole.
Coming Home:
  ☐ End the policy that bars people with certain convictions from public housing.
  ☐ End barriers to employment for people who have convictions.
  ☐ End policies that result in people in prison losing custody of their children.
  ☐ Increase support services for people coming home from prison. If you chose this,
 please tell us which services are most important.
  ☐ End geographic restrictions on where people on parole can live.
Immigration:
  ☐ Fight the detention of immigrants.
  ☐ Fight deportation of those convicted of criminal offenses.
Sentencing / Decriminalization:
  ☐ Reduce the number of people in prison through changes to sentencing laws or decriminaliza-
tion.
  ☐ End the criminalization of self-defense related to intimate partner violence and gender- and 
sex-based violence.
  ☐ End the criminalization of drug use.
  ☐ Abolish “Three Strikes” Laws.
  ☐ End the criminalization of sex work.
  ☐ End the criminalization of mental illness.
  ☐ Abolish civil commitment — imprisoning people after release under civil statutes.
  ☐ End the criminalization of homelessness.
Prisons:
  ☐ Close prisons.
  ☐ Stop the construction of new prisons.
  ☐ Close super max prisons.
Human Rights:
  ☐ Make Imprisonment a human rights violation.

Policing:
  ☐ Remove police from public schools.
  ☐ Stop racial, religious and transgender profiling.
Policing Continued:
  ☐ End policing practices that target and occupy low-income 
communities of color. 
  ☐ Decrease local budgets for police equipment and hiring.                                                                              
Youth: 
  ☐ Ban the prosecution of youth as adults.
  ☐ Reinvestment:
  ☐ Reduce prison spending by reducing the number of people in 
prison and closing prisons and 
   re-in vest  funds  in education or social services.
Other? (Please feel free to add other issues that you think are most 
important.)
  Please tell us why you chose these issues?
  Please let us know if you are already working on these or 
other related issues?
 What strategies do you think would be most effective in ad-
dressing the issues you
 identified? Examples might include public education, coali-
tion building, working with state
  legislatures, building community empowerment
 centers, organizing conferences or protests, media, working 
with former prisoners or families of  prisoners.
  Anything else you would like to share with us?
 Optional Information, you can give us if you choose to:
Name:                             Organization: :                      Address:                           
Phone:                           Email:
How did you receive this survey?
  ☐ I am interested in becoming a Critical Resistance member.

                     
                 Please return this survey:
         By Mail: 1904 Franklin Street, Suite 504, 
                          Oakland, Ca 94612
           Fax: 510.444.2177
          Email: crnational@criticalresistance.org
             THANK YOU!!

             
                                                                                                ABOLITIONIST SURVEY
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 Transgender and gender variant 
people have a lot to gain from the abolition 
of the prison-industrial complex, yet these 
communities currently have no choice but 
to rely on law enforcement for at least the 
appearance of protection from the daily 
threat of physical assault and murder.  But 
as with other communities severely nega-
tively impacted by the PIC and also forced 
to rely upon it, the root causes of this con-
tradiction give us insight on what we must 
do to build a world that no longer needs 
cages and prisons as “cure-alls” for social 
ills.
 Regional surveys and anecdotal evi-
dence suggest that transgender and gender 
variant people (and especially trans and 
gender variant people of color) are grossly 
overrepresented in our nation’s prisons and 
jails.  In the San Francisco Bay Area, with 
a population of over 20,000 transgender 
people, close to 1 in 2 transgender people 
have been in prison or jail.  These rates of
imprisonment are actually not surprising 
– with astronomically high poverty and 
unemployment rates, most transgender and 
gender variant people have had to resort 
to “survival crime” just to put food on the 
table.  Furthermore, some of the most ex-
treme incidents of transphobic hate vio-
lence and harassment occur within prison 
walls – abuse that is approved without 
question or openly committed by state and 
federal governments.   
 Trans and gender variant people im-
prisoned in the PIC are denied all forms of 
self-determination on the basis of identity 
and expression.  Legal name and gender 
marker changes are voided, physical genita-
lia is the deciding factor, transition-related 
health care is non-existent in most juris-
dictions, and physical, sexual and psycho-
logical torture is the norm.  Just as prison 
administrators manipulate and heighten 
tensions among racial groups by pitting ra-
cial gangs against each other, they reinforce 
rigid gender roles through discrimina-
tory policies and rape that effectively place
transgender and gender variant people at 
the bottom of prison social hierarchies.  
 As most transgender and gender 
variant people in prison are eventually 
released, they return to communities so 
weakened by discrimination that they are 
unable to access the social and health care 
services needed to heal from these traumat-

ic experiences, and to find legal means to
generate income – thereby setting the stage 
for the revolving door of imprisonment and 
the street.  The PIC is very much a plague
upon our communities, and its destructive 
role in all our lives must be addressed if we 
are ever to reach full liberation.
 At the same time, transgender and 
gender variant people in the “free world”, 
especially those on the male-to-female 
spectrum who are low-income and of color, 
live on the razor’s edge.  Every day is a pre-
carious balance between passing (life) and 
being unwillingly “clocked” (death).  Trans-
gender teenager Gwen Araujo’s much-pub-
licized murder by other youths is only the 
tip of the iceberg; the website “Remember-
ing Our Dead” (http://www.gender.org/re-
member) keeps a running count of trans-
gender and transsexual people murdered, 
sometimes by police, around the country.  
Most people have never heard of the people 
on this list (the publicity following Gwen’s 
death was very much an aberration), but 
each of their deaths, and the years of hus-
tling against racism, poverty, sexism, and 
the gender binary system that preceded 
these tragic ends, reverberates profoundly 
in the bones of every transgender and gen-
der variant person still hustling today. 
 The reality of ever-present danger
forces many transgender and gender vari-
ant people, some themselves survivors of 
anti-transgender hate violence from law 
enforcement, to rely on the prison-indus-
trial complex when they feel their lives are 
being threatened.  But when one decodes, 
for example, the aggressively pro-death 
penalty rhetoric from many transgender 
people and organizations following Gwen’s 
murder, what one really finds is a deep
frustration and outrage against the rest of 
society’s assumptions that our communi-
ties’ right to safety is not legitimate, that 
our lives have no more worth than a piece 
of trash on the sidewalk.  These assump-
tions aren’t just reinforced by the quiet 
indifference from larger society when yet
another “unidentified man dressed as a
woman” is found murdered, but through 
pervasive anti-transgender (and racist, sex-
ist, classist, etc.) discrimination that pre-
vents us from having stable housing, from 
landing meaningful jobs, from having ac-
cess to any kind of health care, from pursu-
ing our educational goals, and from being 

treated with basic human dignity when we 
walk down the street.  
 These are, of course, the same wants
and needs of any other oppressed group, 
and one in the same for transgender people 
who are also of color, women, immigrants, 
people with felony convictions, disabled, 
homeless, etc.  These wants and needs are
what oppressed communities all over the 
world need to feel safe, to feel whole, and 
to end physical, psychological, sexual and 
economic violence against us.
 How can these needs help shape a 
strong prison abolition movement?  First, 
we should understand that “prison aboli-
tion” means much more than closing down 
prisons.  Instead, the absence of prisons is 
only one way of describing a society free 
of systems of inequity – white supremacy, 
male supremacy and the gender binary, 
capitalism, ableism, among other things 
– which produce violence, desperation, 
hatred and suffering.  Such a society would
laugh off the outrageous idea of putting
people into cages, thinking such actions as 
morally perverse and fatally counterpro-
ductive.  Thus, “abolishing prisons” really
means the creation of a society where sys-
temic and historical oppression are wiped 
out so that everyone’s basic needs are met, 
where child abuse and domestic violence 
are zeroed out, and where war is absolutely 
not an option to “protect” ourselves or to 
drain capital from abroad to inflate a de-
clining domestic economy.   
 Ironically, the current prison aboli-
tion movement is neither the best suited 
nor strategically placed to create such a 
world.  This is because the prison aboli-
tion movement is currently mostly being 
pushed forward by people like me – activ-
ists (whether they be prisoners, former 
prisoners, family members of prisoners, 
lawyers, students, paid or unpaid) who are 
primarily preoccupied with changing the 
way people are treated inside prisons, and 
preventing prison expansion.  But if prison 
abolition requires creating a world where 
prisons are no longer needed, then the 
real work of abolition must be done away 
from prisons – in shelters, health clinics, 
schools, and in battles over government 
budget allocations.  Prisons and the human 
rights violations that occur within them are 
merely distractions from the real problems 
sustaining their existence.
CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

PRICKLY COALITIONS BY ALEXANDER LEE

and the poor poorer.

The Abolitionist: For the first
time at an event in Oakland you talked 
openly about the torture you endured and 
you have been reenacting the torture pub-
licly, right?  I’d like to hear what it’s been 
like to reenact the torture and what kind of 
healing, transformative process has gone on 
around looking at this. 
JB: As it relates to healing from this 
process of torture, it’s been one tremendous 
mountain to climb in terms of publicly 
talking about this. It’s sort of like when you 
are sleeping and someone kicks your door 
in and the glass breaks and you know there 
is an intruder. That is how my spirit was
asleep when it came to the torture, when it 
came to the humiliation and degradation 
that was given to me and Harold and to Ru-
bin. But sitting in front of a grand jury, 25 
strangers, and hearing the same questions 
my torturers asked me just released a dif

ferent kind of spirit in me that said I need 
to fight. I can no longer suppress this thing.
But for years I’ve talked with psychiatrists. 
I’ve talked with family. I’ve had lots of emo-
tional moments. Prior to 2003 my family 
was my healing, but I guess the community 
has to help in this healing process. 
The Abolitionist: How have the 
audiences that have heard you responded? 
RB: While John and Harold are on stage 
doing this they are focused on what they 
are doing, but I watch the audience, the 
people, and their reactions. The expres-
sion on people’s faces and the pain and how 
their body changes when they see and hear 
what actually happened— the majority of 
the people of the US do not believe that the 
government tortures people. They do not
believe that this is going on. 
HJ: I watch the audience also and it’s like 

they are in shock to hear this because we 
do not want to believe that in this coun-
try things like this happen. It happens 
over there somewhere. But this country 
has perfected [torture]. And today torture 
techniques have evolved to a level where it’s 
not physical, it’s psychological, and there’s 
no-hands-on stuff like isolation and senso-
ry deprivation and standing for long hours 
and things like humiliation. That’s torture.
The Abolitionist: How can 
people get hooked up and support the work 
you are doing? 
JB: If people are interested in having us 
in their community, church, or venue they 
can contact us. But we need assistance in 
traveling. We don’t have money. 
Committee for the Defense of 
Human Rights (CDHR)
P.O. Box 90221
Pasadena, CA, 91109
626.345.4939
cdhr_right@hotmail.com
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 However, the sectors of society that 
are mobilizing to meet people’s basic needs 
outside of prisons are by and large not do-
ing their work with the understanding that 
they too can be prison abolitionists.  Most 
people working in these areas collaborate 
with law enforcement, both because of 
the lack of any other adequate options, or 
because government funding or “mandated 
reporter” laws require them to do so.  Some 
of them would even consider themselves 
parts of the political right, like churches 
that operate soup kitchens and Christian 
missionary groups building houses for 
homeless people.  Regardless of ideological 
orientation however, the vast majority of 
these services are off-limits to transgender
and gender variant people anyway because 
of anti-transgender and homophobic dis-
crimination and prejudice.  
 Yet because services that provide 
housing, health care and other essentials 
are the basis from which a world without 
prisons will be made possible, this is where 

the prison abolition movement must go 
next.  We must break down funder-cre-
ated boundaries and ideological barriers 
between anti-prison activists and service 
providers, and challenge each other to 
eliminate our internalized prejudice that 
prevents everyone from having their basic 
needs met, and their souls from being 
satisfied and liberated.  As we go forward
in this direction, we should expect to be 
forced to discard language that limits this 
movement to prisons and the prison-in-
dustrial complex, in favor of descriptors 
that foster “prickly coalitions” with others 
who don’t see themselves as anti-prison, 
but who do believe in the sacred nature 
of human dignity, however imperfectly 
expressed in practice.  This new language
and these new alliances will and should 
transcend party lines and the same old 
tired political rhetoric.  Thus, we may
have to stop calling ourselves “prison 
abolitionists” in favor of new alliances that 
reflect the truly wide-ranging scope of our
aspirations.

 The prison abolition movement
must expand its arms to envelope the same 
people who fight for housing but demon-
ize prisoners, who protest war but love to 
watch “CSI”, people who march for civil 
rights but yell “maricón!” at transwomen, 
and queers who demand the death penalty 
when yet another one of us is murdered.  
We should move into these other sectors 
and act as the lodestar pulling everyone to-
wards the ultimate goal of building a world 
where liberation is the status quo.  When 
we achieve these goals, the abolition of 
prisons will just be the icing on the cake.
 Alexander Lee is the director 
of the Transgender, Gender Vari-
ant & Intersex (TGI) Justice Proj-
ect, and a member of the Trans/
Gender Variant in Prison Com-
mittee. Please feel free to send 
him comments at alex@tgijp.org, 
or call him at 510-677-5500.
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the system to have its say, is sentenced to a 
lesser offense, such as second degree mur-
der, expects to do no more than 15 years 
in prison, only to find out much later that
it was all a farce. That prosecutors, judges
and everyone else involved with the system 
knew that death in prison was the actual 
sentence.
 How can the United States criticize 
anyone for violating human rights when 
it is actively engaged in doing the same 
thing? Why aren’t more peopleupset about 
this course of events? Why does the general 
media turn a blind eye to this situation?
 In California, media access is very 
limited to prisoners. And, unfortunately, 
when a news outlet takes an interest in a 
particular offender it’s usually to condemn
him or her even more. They accentuate the
past instead of focusing on the now and fu-
ture. They refer to term to life offenders as
“murderers.” They never cover the rehabili-
tative efforts of the offender or the underly-
ing cause for his offense. Where are justice,

compassion, and forgiveness in all of this?
Every year a slew of unqualified idiots, who
know nothing of law let alone “due process” 
are appointed to the California BPT. They
are there to make a mockery of the system 
and to earn a good living at the taxpayer’s 
expense. We need God loving and fear-
ing people to start voicing their concern 
with the present situation. Parole hearings 
should be open to the public. Taxpayers 
should see their tax dollars at work. The
veil of secrecy must be terminated. Parole 
applicants should be allowed to present 
character witnesses just like victim’s rela-
tives are allowed to make their statements 
and sentiments known. 
 Pablo Agrio is a law school 
graduate who is doing time for 
second degree murder in a Cali-
fornia State prison.

efits from implementing this Bill of Attain-
der? 
 Just a few decades ago, a life sen-
tence was often a misnomer, a way to sug-
gest harsh punishment but delivered only 
10 to 20 years. But now, thanks to victim’s 
rights groups, such as JFA (Justice for All 
- what a joke!) and [Crime Victims United 
of California], thousands of lifers are going 
into prisons each year, and in many states 
only a few are ever coming out even in 
cases where prosecutors and judges did not 
intend to put them away forever. Indeed, in 
just the last 30 years, the United States has 
created something never before seen in its 
history and unheard of around the globe: 
a booming population of prisoners whose 
only way out of prison is likely to be inside 
a coffin. There is no distinction between
capital punishment, first degree murder
(life without possibility of parole), first de-
gree murder (life with possibility of parole), 
and second degree murder.
 Legal “life” sentences (those with the 

possibility of parole) certainly keep crimi-
nals off the streets. But, as decades pass and
prisoners grow more mature and less vio-
lent, does the cost of keeping them locked 
up justify what may be a diminishing 
benefit in public safety? By a conservative
estimate, it costs $3 billion a year to house 
America’s lifers. And as prisoners age, their 
medical care can become very expensive. 
At the same time, studies show, most pris-
oners become markedly less violent as they 
grow older. 
 I wonder if victim’s right groups take 
into consideration what their hate does to 
the supporters of lifers. People like relatives 
and friends who are keeping vigil, hop-
ing to see their loved ones rejoin society 
after spending half their lives in a peni-
tentiary. And what about the lie that was 
perpetrated on the offenders who believed
in the “process?” One goes to trial, allows 

a Bill of Attainder. Article I, sections 9-10, 
of the United States Constitution prohibits 
Legislatures from singling out disfavored 
persons and meting out summary punish-
ment for past conduct.
 The head of the BPT is the Governor.
His word is final and present and past Gov-
ernors have declared: “zero paroles.” A pen-
alty, constitutional on its face, may become 
unconstitutional if applied in a particular 
manner. The penalty of death in prison is
what all ISL prisoners in California have 
been meted out. “Zero paroles” has been al-
lowed by the Courts for over a decade over 
the complaints of many and will not stop 
absent public outcry and media interven-
tion.
 In its March/April 2006 issue, 
MOTHER JONES magazine extoled the 
virtues of victims’ rights groups that advo-
cate a tough-on-crime attitude. In its article 
“Vengeance is Mom’s” Diane Clements is 
praised for her pursuit of state-sponsored 
murder. The article also points out how

victim’s rights groups have had “an enor-
mous impact on courts, laws, and lawmak-
ers. In many states and at the federal level, 
they have successfully lobbied for tougher 
sentences, harsher prison conditions, the 
registration of sex offenders, and the intro-
duction of highly emotional ‘victim impact 
statements’ in trials.” Lost in the praise is 
any consideration for justice. That’s right, it
is supposed to be justice for all. 
 I have heard of instances in which 
the parents of a victim have lobbied the 
BPT for the release of a particular offender
after that offender had done twice as much
time as that prescribed by law for his of-
fense. The Board ignored the plea. Men
who came into the system when they were 
teenagers and who are now turning fifty,
men who have rehabilitated themselves 
against all odds, and have even obtained 
college degrees. The question is: who ben-
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